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PREFACE 
For the author it is only natural to choose the newspaper field 
as the subject of this study. During the eight years he has been employed 
in the advertising phase of several newspapers , his appetite for know-
ledge of other aspects of the subject has been stimulated. This thesis 
represents an excellent opportunity to add to his professional knowledge. 
Basically, this is a market research project. It deals with such 
factors as demand, competition, costs , profits , etc. However , it became 
necessar,y to treat several related subjects such as news coverage and pro-
duction techniques because these define the product . 
If we were considering a conventional product, it might not be 
necessary to go into lengthy product research. But a superior news-
paper published at lower costs must be fully described in order to evalu-
ate accurately whether this particular publishing venture may thrive in 
a market that heretofore has been unable to support one . 
The author has organized this work in a way to be most u:aeful to 
anyone seeking to establish such a venture. An attempt is made to show, 
in logical sequence, the related factors that bear upon any phase of the 
problem. Anyone considering the establishment of a newsp per can there-
fore benefit from this thesis not only in learning the factors to be con-
sidered, but also the proper order in which they must be considered. 
This study becomes public property with the writer' s fond hope 
that it may help prospective publishers overcome the obstacles involved in 
establishing lasting newspapers that serve the public and their owners 
well. 
INTRODUCTION 
THE NEED FOR NEtlSPAPERS 
Newspapers are a mruss medimn appealing to young and old, rich and 
poor, male and female to various degrees . People rely on newspapers for 
world and local news and pictures , feature stories, sports news and vari-
ous types of advertis:iJllg. The most important function of the newspaper 
is in the presentation of local happenings , social news and other items 
of community interest . 
Men work less hours per day than ever before, leaving more time 
for leisure. Women share this leisure with their husbands , utilizing 
baby sitters , household appliances and easy- to- care- for houseHold fum-
ishings to r~duce the amount of time spent on domestic duties . 
Newspapers have not received their share of this increased lei-
sure time. Television and other forms of entertainment have been taking 
up much of people ' s increased free time.# 
While the need for newspapers exists as always , newspapers must 
change their editorial polieies and method of presentation to conform 
with the new mode of living and the demands of readers. They cannot main-
tain their important place in society, nor can they maintain their pre-
sent highly developed and expensive resources am physical plants , on a 
declining readership. (It must be kept in mind that newspaper circula-
tion is at an all time high, but that people are reading less of the text 
#According to a stuay of dailY activity by Sindlinger & Co., anal.ysists , 
the average male spends J5 minutes reading newspapers and 2 hours J5 
minutes watching TV. The average female daily spends JJ minutes reading 
newspapers , and 2 hours 41 minutes watching TV. 
Source: Circulation Bulletin No. )1 of American Newspaper Pub-
lishers Association, Oct. 4 , 19;6. 
1. 
than before. It is the intensity of readership that is on the decline --
and results to advertisers are decreased .#) 
New dimensions of journalism and newspaper makeup must be evolved 
to interest the public sufficiently in the nevrspaper and to encourage more 
intensive readership. The newspaper already has its place in the home but 
it must be made more important , more exciting, more vital, more distinc-
tive . Nevr journalistic endeavors must be tried and new standards of re-
porting must be set . Complacency, for which many newspaper publishers are 
criticized, must be overcome in order to restore the newspaper to the im-
portant position it once held as prime influencer of public opjnion and 
the important visitor to the household that every member of the family 
fought to get at first . 
The newspaper I propose to establish will have many of the 
major qualities expected by modern Americans , and the resources of man-
power, skill and physical facilities to make such a newspaper economical-
ly feasible within its size classification and limitations imposed by its 
market . 
There are manifold advantages in "starting from scratch" in any 
business venture . Especially in the newspaper business , with its long 
tradition of news gathering and production by conventional means , it is 
vmrthwhile to get a fresh start and have the opportunity to take ad van-
tage of all that is changed in reading habits and mode of life as vTell 
as in the mechanical equipment available to produce the paper. 
Trade unions, too , have been slow to see the benefits of labor 
saving, cost-cutting devices and have held back progress in newspapers . 
# Circulation of the 1761 dailies in u. s. totals 57 , 101 , 510 copies 
daily. Based on figures supplied by Audit Bureau of Circulation. 
17, P• 484. 
2. 
H igh overhead, coupled with an unshrinkable work force , have contributed 
heavily to such newspaper failures as the Boston Post. In establishing 
an entirely new paper, there is no existing union contract nor routine of 
inefficienqy with which to contend. Management has a better chance to re-
cruit personnel and teach them the methods and standards it chooses to 
follow. 
CURRENT TRENDS lN THE N»TSPAPER BUSlNESS 
Much has been wirtten and discussed about various phases of the 
newspaper business. Publishers • meetings, trade journals and bUlletins deal 
with the multitude of everyday operational problems. But very little re-
search or writing has been done to show a. ) when a comnnmity is ready for 
a newspaper, b. ) hov1 to go about setting up the right kind of plant for 
a newspaper of a certain size and character, and c. ) whether the brand 
new "cold type" printing techniques can and should be employed as the basic 
means of production. 
Across the nation the newspaper business is undergoing dramatic 
changes . Larger circulation dailies evolve from smaller papers in grow-
ing cities , and small dailies combine to serve a large area with a more 
substantial paper. In areas that are not growing, many publishers are 
turning daily newspapers into wee~~ or semi-weekly publications for more 
efficient and profitable operation. 
Many growing cities are being chosen for new newspapers by pub-
lishers . Most of these n~1ly established papers are weeklies and semi-
weeklies , featuring the local community news exclusively. Others are 
" shoppers" whose main function is to bring local advertising to the atten-
tion of residents. The number of successful news dailies being estab-
lished is very small. (See Exhibit 1, page 4 . ) 
) . 
1. BIRTH AND MORTALITY TABLE 
OF DAILY NEWSPAPERS JN THE 
UNITED STATES 1954-1955-1956 
19.54 1955 
New Dailies 12 20 
Suspended 14 8 
Merged with another paper 
and dropped 2 5 
Went from daily to weekly 
or semi-weekly 1Q... ..!!: 
Net gain or loss (from daily 
m'ield) -14 +3 
Net loss over 3-year period: 13 
1956 
15 
11 
1 
...i 
-2 
Source: American Newspaper Publishers 
Association, December, 1957. 
4. 
The reasons why not many publishers are establishing new daily 
newspapers are many and involved. They include 1.) the tendency of the 
public to favor large metropolitan-type dailies that offer depth of news 
coverage and features; 2. ) the tendency of the public to spend less time 
reading newspapers; ) . ) the intense competition from radio and television 
for the expenditures of the local advertisers; 4. ) the tendency of nation-
a1 advertisers to prefer large circulation media that is least expensive 
per person reached; s.) the huge capital investment required to estab-
lish a large newspaper plant; 6. ) the huge expenses entailed in staffing 
a daily newspaper and operating its plant, and 7.) the risks involved. 
These factors make it essential to have assur8nce of substantial business 
before venturing into the field. 
In spite of these obstacles , several new dailies are established 
each year. Many of these new papers are pioneers in news coverage tech-
niques , new formats , use of color, and new typesett:ing and print:ing methods . 
Unhampered by tradition, available equipment or an established routine , pub-
lishers of newly established newspapers are free to choose from the new 
equipment and techniques that promise to be most efficient, faster and 
less costly in the long run. 
CHELSEA., REVERE AND EVERETT AS AN EXAMPLE OF AN UNDEVELOPED 
MARKET FOR A MEI'ROPOLITAN TYPE DAILY NR-lSPAPER 
My newspaper will be a metropolitan type , with at least 20 , 000 
circulation. It will be concentrated within a three- city area heavy with 
competition from six giant Boston newspapers plus community dailies and 
weeklies. Ingenuity, hard work and level headedness will be required to 
bring this paper into lasting existence under these competitive conditions. 
s. 
The cities are Chelsea, Revere and Everett , just north of Boston. 
They are densely populated, aggregating approximately 122, 500 popula-
tion. Heavily industrialized, these cities also have extensive shopping 
areas . Nearby shopping centers are also seeking the business of the popu-
lations of these three suburban communities . 
I have chosen this locale for convenience and not necessarily 
as an ideal market. It is an area I know, and about which adequate mar-
ket facts are available. It might also be representative of areas in thd.s 
country of similar size that could be exploited by other would-be publishers . 
I believe that · there is in these communi ties a need for a sub-
stantial, localized news and advertising medium. I will determine what 
those specific needs are to make sure that my newspaper will serve them. 
To be successful my newspaper will not be too ambitious or the high cost 
of labor, materials and equipment will doom the venture. I will take ad-
vantage pf new mechanical eevelopments recently put on the market to 
produce a better paper, to put it out faster, to reduce costs and to avoid 
the ways of union "featherbedding." 
Most influential in making up my mind to choose unconventional 
production techniques was the study of twenty or more issues of the 
Midcleto-wn , New York, Record. This pioneer paper uses typeless composition 
and the offset printing process to put out a product that is startling 
both in quality of content and appearance . It is published with a frac-
tion of the normal operating cost and capital investment. 
I must be ready to expand quickly to other nearby communities if 
the paper is successful. If things do not go well I must be able to re-
trench somewhat to protect my investment. Above all, this business ven-
ture must be well enough capitalized to weather the first few years , whether 
they be moderately successful or mightly lean. 
6. 
I am starting this new venture knowing full well that this in-
dustry is not as fabulous as it used to be , when fortunes were made by 
pioneers . New forms of news dissemination and new forms of leisure time 
activity have taken some of the play away from the daily newspaper.# 
Advertising dollars , which all media thrive on, are split many ways , 
thus restricting the amount that newspapers can capture. 
The big Boston dailies are more successful than ever, having en-
compassed the suburbs and having extended their circulation influence over 
a widespread area. Even so, the cost of maintaining the highly special-
ized editorial offices and printing plants are sky high, and the cost of 
circulating the newspaper to an ever widening area is often unprofitable . 
This leaves a gap for the smaller localized daily. 
Even in the big city field t here have been some notable failures 
in the past few years . The demise of the Boston Post, New York ' s P.M. 
and the Brooklyg Eagle are just a few examples . 
Newspapermen share the general opinion that opportunity exists 
in new communities, in commumities now inadequately served and in one 
substantial newspaper for a group of communities . While only a few out 
of every hundred new newspapers established are dailies, it is this field 
that I choose to investigate and which in mw opinion has the most fruit-
ful outlook. 
"The vital need for infomation, intercommunication 
and the coordination of town activities constitutes a de-
mand for a type of local newspaper more intensively devel-
oped than has yet been produced. The necessity is for an 
# In 1910 there were 2, 202 daily newspapers in the United states. In 
19.56 there were only 1, 761. Source: 17, P• 484, based on publishers ' 
statements to Audit Bureau of Circulation. 
instrument whereby the group spirit can be made effectively 
in the modem complex community and there is every reason 
to believe that when this need is fully appreciated and such 
a paper is developed it will yield its publisher social and 
pecuniary reward far beyond those at present realized. 11* 
This I intend to do in the cities of Chelsea, Revere and Everett , Mass . 
HW DATA WAS GATHERED 
Necessity indicated that I had to go to experts in the field for 
my background infomation. Published matelial about the newspaper field 
is generally outdated, and useful only for background. Available books 
are neither complete nor up to date on marketing concepts that reflect 
on advertising potential, and new printing techniques that influence 
costs of production, the fomat of the paper, and the reader interest 
it can capture. 
To get complete and timely infomation upon which to base my proposed 
newspaper venture , I sought out current a,J'ti c les in trade publications 
and the personal counsel of publishers , suppliers to the trade and engi• 
nearing organizations , Correspondence with several trade suppliers and 
press associations brought the answer to specific questions on techniques 
and industry trends . Facts about the markets were obtained from Chambers 
of Commerce , local newspaper publishers and from census data. 
The conception of my unique composition and printing process is 
based upon descriptions of available equipment received from manufac-
turers , reports obtained first hand from publishers using such techniques 
and certain conjecture on my part to tailor it for use i.11 this size and 
* 7, p. 9. 
a. 
scope of operation. While I believe that my printing process is entirely 
workable, it is important to keep in mind that it is something we are 
pioneering and we will certainly be beset by difficulties that must be 
ironed out before it is a smoothly operating production set-up. 
The most helpful source of infornation was Editor & Publisher 
Magazine , whose weekly issues were chock full of information usable 
throughout every section of this thesis , as the references will show. 
Estimates of cost of equipping my newspaper plant were obtained 
from engineering organizations specializing in the construction of news-
paper plants . Much help was also obtai ned from Thomas Tierney, publisher 
of the New England Printer & Publisher, who gave of his time to steer me 
to some helpful sources of information. 
The complete list of acknowledgements and resources that made 
this thesis possible is contained in the bibliography at the end of the 
t~. 
9. 
I . NATURE OF THE PAPER TO BE ESTABLISHED 
EDITORIAL STANDARDS AND POLICIES 
The exact nature of the newspaper I propose to establish must 
now be determined. Upon the paper's content hinges its chances of suc-
cessfully attracting readers , and its ability to get loyal readership 
betters its chances of getting substantial advertising support . 
Ce~~in qualities are expected of a newspaper deserving to be 
called a "metropolitan type" daily newspaper. We must determine what 
these standards of reporting, editorializing, production and circulation 
are. Then we must make these standards our own , to the extent that the 
size of operation warrants it. First we will try to estimate what our 
potential income through advertising is likely to be . Then through evalu-
ation and re- evaluation we must come up with the optimum in physical plant 
facilities , staff and operating expenses for the contemplated scope of the 
operation. 
A good newspaper must 1.) inform 2. ) explain 3. ) awaken 4 . ) 
enlighten and 5. ) entertain, according to Erwin D. Canham, Editor of the 
Christian Science Monitor. * This end is achieved through news reports , 
pictures and features in the news columns of the paper, and to some extent 
through the advertising colunms . 
Moder-n standards of news coverage demand that the paper be pub-
lished daily. 'While news breaks often come so fast that papers in large 
cities require several editions , this will not be necessary in our ven-
ture . The tendency among people today is to depend upon radio to give 
them the late news flashes . The newspaper later presents the story in 
*)2 , p. 15. 
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detail , along with editorial comment about its significance. That is 
why multiple editions and "Extras" have been eliminated everywhere ex-
cept in the largest cities . 
It is unnecessar,y here to go into detail about the way· the news 
coverage will be handled. Suffice it to sa:;r that personnel will be engaged 
who are capable , clever and dependable. They will see to i t that news 
stories will be written in sufficient quantity to fill the pape·r . They 
will write in a style that is interesting to the reader. # Headlines will 
be provocative and appealing. Thorough coverage of events in the tri-
city area will be given in social, political, city hall , sports, police 
and religious fields . (For detailed analysis of the importance of 
various categories of news and features to the different sexes, age groups 
and occupations see exhibits 2 and 3, pages 12 and 13. ) 
Worthwhile news will be actively sought for complete and authen-
tic coverage. Human interest material will be developed into feature 
stories . Crime news will be carried, but not in ever,y gory detail , nor 
will it be played up larger than its true significance. The criterion 
for the coverage given any story is the sound old principle: "Is it news? 
Is it interesting? Is it a fair presentation of the subject?" 
"Socials" are alwa:;rs a problem in the smaller newspaper. They 
are the little news items about people in the community, and they are 
widely read. In arder to limit the space devoted to these items and to 
prevent certain publicity-minded social leaders from dominating the columns , 
John Herbert , Editor of The QpincY Patriot-Ledger applies this standard: 
I Proof that readers are not satisfied with conventional news writing 
is furnished by Dr. George Gallup • s recent public opinion study: 
"News must be made more pleasant and easier to read than at present . 
Presently the approach is too formal , too stuffy. When I say· • easier 
to read • I do not mean merely in the choice of simple words and phrases . 
I mean the use of imagination and study, study and more study to change 
the entire method of new~> presentation to conform with what the public 
wants ." Source: 32a, p . 10 . 
11 . 
2. EDTIORIAL AND ADVERTISING CONTENT READERSHIP 
Breakdown by Sex and Age J 
~ Women 
CLASSIFICATION HIGH La-1 MEDIAN HIGH LO..J" MEDIAN 
EDTIORIAL DEPARTHENTS 
Editorials 77% 17% 45f, 6'3% 9% 2% 
Editorial Page Items 96 50 85 96 43 80 
Comics 96 53 80 94 50 78 
Financial News 49 4 26 )6 1 9 
Radio Programs and News 76 5 40 83 9 51 
Society News and Pictures 86 1 37 98 )4 84 
Sports News amd Pictures 95 29 77 82 6 35 
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENTS 
Advertising {except Classified) 97% 55% 80% 100'% 81% 9% 
National Advertising 
Local Advertising 
Dept. Store Advertising 
Classified Advertising 
Amusement Advertising 
Source: Scully, William H. : 
92 23 53 89 20 60 
94 48 73 99 75 94 
75 2 38 96 16 84 
69 12 37 68 11 43 
66 15 43 78 19 60 
fAn Analysis and Evaluation of Advertising Media" 
1949, Boston University Master§'\ Thesis , pp. ~2-33 · 
Based on Studies b.1 Advertising Research Foundation. 
...... 
1\) 
• 
3. EDITORIAL .AND ADVERTISING READING 
BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS 
Figures represent the percentage of persons interviewed who read 
one or more items of the character designat ed. 
13. 
Group A--Doctors , law.yers , dentists , manufacturers , executives , 
large wholesale and retail dealers and similar persons 
Group B--Junior business executives , high school and grade 
school teachers , departmental managers , accountants , 
better class salesmen, storekeepers and others 
Group C--Skilled labor, locomotive engineers , policemen, 
office clerks , stenographers and other similar skills 
Group D- -Unskilled workers , truck drivers , servants , store 
clerks and other unskilled persons. 
Group Group Group Group All 
A B c D Groups 
MEN 
Editorials 58% 52$ 456fo 36% 4646 
Editorial Page Items 86 82 . / 82 79 82 Comics 68 74 81 81 79 Financial News 39 34 25 18 27 Radio Programs and News 35 35 40 41 39 Society News and Pictures 39 35 36 36 36 Sports News and Pictures 72 73 76 76 75 Advertising (except Class . ) 71 77 80 80 79 National Advertising 46 50 54 54 .52 Local Advertising 63 69 73 73 41 Department Store Adv. 30 34 37 37 36 Classified Advertising 27 33 39 40 37 Amusement Advertising 34 37 44 48 42 
WOMEN 
Editorials 44J% 38% 28% 24% 30% Editorial Page Items 81 81 79 75 79 Comics 66 73 78 81 77 Financial News 16 13 11 9 11 Radio Programs and News 41 43 49 49 47 Society News and Pictures Bt 82 79 74 79 Sports News and Pictures 38 38 39 39 39 Advertising (except Class . ) 92 94 95 94 94 National Advertising 51 54 60 63 59 Local Advertising 90 92 9.3 93 93 Department Store Adv. 77 80 81 ~ 80 80 Classified Advertising 33 37 44 48 43 Amusement Advertising 50 57 59 59 58 
Source: Scully, William H.: An Anal:~sis and 
Evaluation of Advertisin~ Media. 
Mastet;13 Thesis . Boston, Boston Uni-
versity, College of Business Admini-
stration, 1949. PP• 35• 
"The event must be unusual in the lives of those involved or must have 
caused the expending of substantial additional energy. " 
Small and medium size newspapers vary a good deal in the promi-
nence given to national and international news . Sidney Curtis , Publisher 
of the Revere J ourn% suggests , "Give your readers something distinctive. 
They' ll continue to read the Boston paper for world news anyw~. You 
cover the local news in substantial depth and simply summarize the world 
news from a ' pony ticker.'" 
The opposite point of view, and the one I prefer to adopt , is that 
the national- international news is essential in a newspaper of depth 
and stature and that news of the world must compete with important local 
news for space - - even in a medium size newspaper. The Quincy Patriot-
Ledger, one of the foremost medium size newspapers in New England, 
believes in carrying extensive world news . According to G. Prescott Low, 
Publisher of the Ledger: "It has alw~s been the duty of a newspaper to 
keep its readers informed. Tod~ the information it gives mu$t ' range be-
yond its own special precincts . Of course , fires , town politics and lodge 
meetings must still be covered, but they are not all. And how to achieve 
the proper balance of the local , the national and the international -- or 
rather how to show that local news doesn ' t necessarily originate on 
the local scene , and that international news is ' local ' in a very real 
sense -- is the great challenge to the press tod~." 
The editors of our newspapers shall try to create this balance 
between national, international and local news in the news columns , edi-
torial pages and picture coverage. 
14. 
"There are more readers who criticize a newspaper for not taking 
a vigorous editmrial stand than there are those who criticize a newspaper 
for the stand it has taken. "* Readers look to the editorial page for 
opinion and comment on important issues . The opinion is that of the news-
paper , and is in line with its stated policy. (The early editorial was 
largely the expression of the personal opinions of the editor; the edi-· 
torial tod~ is the impersonal voice of the newspaper. )** And, on the 
character of the newspaper, as brought forth on its editorial page , often 
rests the fame and fortune of a newspaper. 
A sizable staff will be needed to prepare the editorials , be-
cause "good editorials come from 90% analysis and ten per cent composition. "*** 
A few good editorials each d~ on significant subjects will suffice. 
Exchanges , letters to the editor, contributed articles and a political 
cartoon will round out the editorial page . 
Features are important to make a newspaper equally appealing to 
both sexes . "Generally speaking, news makes a greater appeal to men; 
features make a greater appeal to womenv**** "The average reader of a 
metropolitan daily spends more time on the features than on the news ••• 
the reason why a reader buys one paper rather than another can usually 
be traced to features ."***** 
Our editors will have the difficult task of choosing the featuret 
subjects from a wide array of subjects lending themselves to local discus-
sion or purchase from syndicates . Our choice of national features will 
* 3, p. 118. 
** 3, P• 31.5. 
*** 3, p. 316. 
**** 3, p . 119. 
***** 3, p . 116. 
be limited, of course , due to the fact that syndicates have given the rights 
to most of the leading columns to the big Boston papers . However , it 
should be possible to select a few good ones from those available . 
Our sports coverage will consist of two to three Pa.E3S per day 
com~sed of about one-third national sports events and two-thirds local 
I} 
sporting events . The complete run- down of scores in school contests , 
playgrounds , little league and church- sponsored athletics will be car-
ried. Spot news pictures of athletic competitions will be the high-
light of the pages. The world and national sport events will reach us 
via teletype and telephoto , and will be carefully cut and sunnnarized to 
keep our readers completely abreast within the space limit . 
Our newspaper will have one of its chief strengths in its picture 
coverage of the local scene. Thanks to modern production techniques en-
visioned for this paper, it will be very inexpensive for us to to print 
very m~ pictures . Therefore only staff time and the number of columns 
available limit the picture coverage we can give. Photographs of acci-
dents , fires , disasters , construction work, etc. will be only part of our 
coverage. Equal coverage will be given to club me~tings , civic organi-
zation meetings , testimonials , eocial affairs , garden parties , and a 
variety of human interest subjects . Photographic essays of institu-
tions and programs around the area will appear severa~ times a week and 
will be one of the highlights of the paper, I believe. 
A certain standard of depth of coverage will be worked out in 
the early weeks of our newspaper by the publisher and the managing editor. 
Every day the important and significant news must be covered, and in such 
depth to give enlightenment to our readers . This will be so, regardless 
of the amount of advertising contained in the issue. It also means that 
16. 
the number of ·pages per day will not necessarily bear a direct relationship 
to the amount of advertising in that day' s paper. The volume of news 
could just as well make a larger or smaller paper on any day. Our modest 
production costs make this a real possibility, though such a standard 
has been achieved by only a few large newspapers , the most notable being 
the New York Times. 
A sjmple formula will be applied to any news story in the deter-
mination of the length it should be . It will be the duty of our editors 
to see to it that each item is complete with the following - - implied or 
expressed: 1.) Initial appeal to the reader; 2. ) Content; ) . ) Back-
ground or setting; 4.) Interpretation and comment , and 5. ) Practical aP-
plication to the reader. * Extra detail is unnecessary, and only lengthens 
the story at the expense of some other story which never finds its way to 
the reader. 
The extent to which our paper will become involved in politics 
and other matters of opinion is a subject we must think out with care. 
There is def:ini tely a practical limit to the extent to which any newspaper 
can afford to take sides . Especially is this true in our case , where one 
newspaper represents the opinions of three separate cities, two counties , 
many competing social groups and dozens of distinct shopping areas . The 
publisher must "nigh the costs of taking sides or being indifferent. 
Not always is he as brave as the ' militant• editor who hopes to be caught 
up into a career. He takes as forthright a stand on public i~sues as he 
can without wrecking his b iness . He knows that courage on most questions 
pays in the long run, if only in prestige , but he does not care to break 
his back and be a permanent sacrifice."** 
• ;. 7, p . 82. 
** ) , p. )62. 
In spite of the difficulties , our newspaper has a moral res-
ponsibility to take the leadership in civic betterment and public informa-
tion. We must editorialize from strength, without fear of censure or 
boycott. We must not crusade, for nowadays no one cares for the crusa-
ding type of newspaper any more . Rather, " the function of an editorial 
page is to focus , illuminate and interpret facts of local importance in 
such a way as to give the reader the utmost assistance in formulating his 
own opinion, especially on questions requiring action. ~* 
"A newspaper ' s courage is often determined by the amount of 
cash in the till . A sound financial independence, however achieved, is 
the paper' s greatest aid toward maintaining independence," says John 
Herbert , Editor of the QuincY Patriot- Ledger. It is our duty to our own 
future and to our readers • interests to be financially strong so that we 
can take a stand without fear of the consequences . Our newspaper will 
take up the challenge and attempt to provide real stimulation for muni-
cipal affairs and social institutions in the cities of Chelsea , Revere 
and Everett . This leadership is not now adequately carried by the exist-
ing newspapers . There is much that should be done , and we may be able 
to profit in doing it. 
FORMAT OF THE PAPER 
The question of paper size has more bearing upon this problem 
than it would seem at first . The conventional sizes are the full size 
newspaper measuring eight columns by 21 inches {a few papers now measure 
nine columns by 21 inches ) and the tabloid size measuring five columns by 
1.5t inches . # 
# A few papers are published in mongrel sizes but these are not popular. 
* ?,p. 152 . 
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The decision of full size or tabloid hinges on many factors . 
Of prime importance is the editorial standard established for the news-
paper. If the paper will follow a sensational and pictorial editorial 
policy the tabloid is a natural. The stigma attached to the tabloid size 
by Hearst and others makes it risky for a newspaper attempting to cater to 
the more educated and discriminating reader to adopt the tabloid format . 
Characteristics usually found in the tabloid are convenient size , large 
number of pictures, terse, condensed news accounts and emphasis on the 
"drama of life." "If there is one thing more than size that distinguishes 
tabloids from their brothers I should say that it is humaness."* 
The full 'Size newspaper is much more popular and is considered 
the conventional size. It is easier to print this paper on regular equip-
ment , and a thick paper has only half the bulk as it would have in ta&id 
size. Page makeup is much simpler on the full size page and a variety of 
headline treatments not possible on the tabloids can be utilized. It is 
possible to take larger ads on the full size newspaper and easier to ar-
~1--.~"e.. \s. ("..._ ~-\r lv\ b~:....\,<:_-~ 
range all sizes of ads for maximum display. .It is a provell--tac1ftthat 
customers place larger ads in a full size newspaper and therefore spend 
more money. 
The size is also a consideration in planning the physical printing 
facilities for the newspaper. Certain presses print tabloids better than 
others , although all presses can be altered to do so. The tabloid size 
also makes it possible to print by the offset methods with equipment 
recently developed and now in ·use at the Middletown N. Y. Record. This 
offset equipment is limited to a printing area of 10 inches by 16t inches 
and is therefore useful only for the printing of a tabloid. 
* ), P• )84. 
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Because of our editorial policy, and mnce we are not planning 
to use the offset printing process , it would be wise to choose the full 
size page. 
Another fundamental question to be settled in the early stages 
of planning my publication is the choice between morning or afternoon 
paper. More is implied in this choice than simply the schedule of the 
workday. The very character of the newspaper and the type of following 
the newspaper gets is involved. Advertising response is entirely dif-
ferent in each of these classifications of newspapers ana the proper 
choice is important in determining my chances of success . The type of 
machinery I choose will also be determined by the hour of publication 
because , generally speaking, an afternoon paper must go through the stages 
of printing with greater speed than a morning publication. Therefore , 
a greater amount of equipment and often more personnel is need for an 
afternoon paper. 
The national trend in newspapers is toward morning or several 
editions ranging over the entire day. This phenomenon , which reverses a 
long time trend, was brought about by television , which consumes so much 
of a family ' s evening hours that the evening paper is at a loss to com-
pete with it . * 
"In the small city there is a field for the morning paper, but 
because of the fact that the afternoon paper has greater saturation of 
the local field the advantage rests with the afternoon paper, all other 
things being equal. J~** 
* 26, P• 7. 
**12, P• 22. 
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"The morning newspaper claims results the same day it is published, 
maintaining that its columns are seen and read at a time a prospect can 
do something about them. They have more time to cover their stories and 
therefore report in greater detail. The morning papers appeal largely to 
businessmen, while the evening paper is the family newspaper. They enter-
tain as well as inform and get a great deal of time from the entire fami-
ly. Usually the evening paper is much thicker; its advertising appeals to 
women and children and meets good results ."* 
"There is no question that the average evening newspaper gets 
more of a reading than the morning paper. I t is more of a paper for 
home consumption, with complete reading by all members of the family, 
and is more dependable for direct advertising results 1~* 
It is mw opinion, based on considerable observation in recent 
years , that many of the differences generalized by these authors are 
getting to be of lesser importance, and that morning and evening publi-
cations are growing to be more alike. It is obvious from the above 
quotations that the greatest number of successful newspapers are after-
, 
.(, 
noon publication, although there is a disce~ble trend toward morning 
publications . 
To assure a successful start for our tri-city venture and not 
to go counter to well-established trends , I have chosen to publish after--
noons , Monday through Friday. Papers will be off the presses and in 
the hands of distributors between ll and 12 daily. 2here will not be 
any Saturday or Sunday editions for the present . 
* 4, P• 59. 
** 11, P• 14). 
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PHYSICAL APPEARANCE OF THE PAPER 
M& newspaper will be planned to appeal to readers • good taste 
and to spare their eyes . Each page will have material of interest and the 
news will be placed in the approximate sequence of importance , starting 
on page one . Thus the reader with limited time can start on page one 
and continue into the paper as far as he wants and he can be sure to 
cover the most important news of the day as evaluated by our make-up 
editors . Except for page one--where it is almost impossible--all 
stories will be complete on the pages on which they are started. 
In the selection of type faces , rules and ornaments , we will 
attempt to achieve the new, light , modern appearance now so popular all 
over the country. The trend even in the so- called ••scandal sheets" is 
towards light- faced types , elimination of big bold headlines , dropping 
of column rules and boxes , and in general , making the newspapers more 
readable. Adherence to these standards will certainly make ours the most 
outstanding paper in appearance on any dealer• s shelf. 
OUTLINE OF THE PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES TO BE UTILIZED 
The newest of the new techniques will be adopted to produce 
our newspaper. Most of the separate operations to be employed are used 
at one or another newspaper plant, and haie been proven to work. However, 
the combination of steps suggested here have never been used before ex-
cept on a trial or non- exclusive basis . # 
I Since this was written, it was reported that the Panama City (Florida) 
News-Herald has become "the first newspaper in the world to use the 
combined tape and phototype process commercially. The eventual goal 
is to produce an entire newspaper without going through the stereotype 
process . 11 32b, p . 46 . 
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"Your idea for preparing a newspaper page is cer-
tainly an interesting one , and some day it may be used. No 
one , however, that I know of has actually put it into prac-
tic, tho~ several people have considered it . The bi ggest 
single deterrent is the need for extreme flexibility in mak-
ing last-minute changes in copy and copy location. other 
problems have occurred, though they can vary considerably from 
shop to shop, such as cost of etching equipment , availabil-
ity of proper personnel , limitations of the etching process 
and the cost of proper plate curving equipment ," said an of-
ficial of the Dow Chemical Co., inventors and licensees of the Dow 
Etch mechanical engraving provess . It is rrry opinion , however, that 
sufficient experimentation and designing of equipment has now been 
accomplished to make this method possible , practical and economical 
for a newspaper starting from the ground up. 
"In an entirely new situation it may save ,nough 
labor to pay to install photographic typesetting," agreed 
F. c. Lutze, a printing plant engineer. 
Primar.Y source of composed text matter will be Photon machines , 
which set type photographically. The text comes out in positive film 
strips , suitable for " stripping" into a page layout . Photographs which 
have already been screened, advertisements in finished form and all 
headlines are included in this layout. The entire page layout is full 
size , with everything in place for reproduction by a camera onto an 
aluminum pa~size plate. (Copy preparation for this process is virtually 
identical with the method of preparing copy for the offset printing pro-
cess . For details of the process see Appendix , page 11,5.) 
2). 
The newly developed Dow Etch process quickly translates the 
"copy'' into a thin magnesium plate. The entire page, with any combina-
tion of text , halftones and "line" illustrations , is etched in a single 
etching bath for only three minutes . Upon completion, each plate is 
curved and affixed directly to the press for direct printing. Curved 
base on each plate cylinder brings the thin magnesium plate to the 
normal printing height . (For details of the Dow Etch process see 
Appendi~ , page 11B • ) 
Standard rotary or tubular presses can be used. No mats need 
be rolled nor are curved stereotype press plates needed. The savings 
in time and material in the elimimation of these processes more than 
offsets the added costs inherent in the Dow-Etch process , in ~ opinion. 
While plate making for the offset printing process is much sim-
,..... 
pler than Dow-Etch, other limitations rulle out the use of offset presses 
for our publication. These limitations include 1. ) Lack of presses of 
large enough capacity to do the job without multiple runs and assembly of 
pages . 2.) Relatively slower speed of offset presses; and ) . ) Lack of 
attachments for printing in colors . 
Many special ~ techniques , not ordinarily practical nor economi-
cal for a newspaper of this size_, will be available to us due to our uncon-
ventional copy preparation process . Reverse plates , mortised copy and 
angular spreads are just as easy to handle as conventional copy. 
Our photographic typesetting machines will be fitted with tela-
typesetter attachments . These attachments make possible the composition 
of text automatically and with practically no supervision. Plmched 
tape (similar to a player piano roll) is fed into the TTS mechanism, 
which actuates the machine to set type as prescribed by the holes in the 
tape . 
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The teletypesetter tape is produced automatically as nation-
al and international dispatches come over the news wires . Feature 
material and signed columns are often available in TTS tape forro at 
low cost through the syndicates distributing them. 
It has been demonstrated that local news items are advan-
tageously set by the TTS-equipped "hot metal" machines in newspapers 
so equipped. Therefore, each Photon will be equipped with a TTS 
operating unit . Tapes for local stories will be punched on several 
teletypesetter keyboards in our plant , aw~ from the hustle and 
bustle of the mechanical department . 
By setting all composition first in tape , we will catch 
many typographical errors before they appear as photographic compo-
sition (when they are harder to correct. ) Also , we will be assured 
of the utmost productivity from our work force . (For further details 
about Teletypesetter operation see Appendix, page120. ) 
There are a multitude of efficiencies and labor- saving 
features inherent in this unconventional production technique. 
Providing everything functions as it is envisioned, our cost for 
labor should be about fifty per cent of that of a similar newspaper 
produced by conventional means . The Milwaukee Journal obtains 
twenty per cent more productivity per man hour from their Foto-
setters than from their "hot metal" machines . * We will reap an ad-
ditional advantage due to the differential in wage scale betvreen 
men who run hot metal machines and female typists who punch Tela-
typesetter keyboards . 
* 29, P• 80. 
An additional saving will be made by the complete eliDi.na-
tion of the stereotype department. There is no need of a single mat , 
a single pound of type metal nor a bit of the expensive stereotype 
room equipment in our shop. There will be no intense heat , nor heavy 
w· ights on floors , nor bulky forms to lift to and from the press . 
Instead of banks of galley cabinets , type racks and make-
up tables , our shop will ccnsist of darkrooms , line- up tables and a 
substantial engraving department . There will be no heat , dust , 
noise , congestion or heavy physical work. Working conditions will 
be pretty near ideal. 
LOCATION OF PUBLISHING PLANT AND EDITORIAL OFFICES 
The trend in newspaper plants , as in other lines of manu-
facturing , is away from the center of the city. In the outskirts 
land is more reasonably available for a sprawling plant with ade-
quate parking facilities . 
Due to our unusual circumstance of serving three cities , 
it is appropriate to locate approximately equally accessible to all . 
Such a site is available in Everett , on the Revere Beach Parkway. 
This highway is the main east-west thoroughfare in the area and 
serves as dividing line among the cities . The proposed location 
in Everett is just about one mile from the business center of 
Chelsea and Everett , and one and one-half miles from the business 
center of Revere. (See Map 4 , page 27.) 
Newspapers have found it helpful to have pick-up stations 
in the heart of the city for the convenience of contributors of news 
and advertisements who cannot reach the publishing plant. We must 
26. 
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have a small office or a mail box somewhere in the business sections 
of Chelsea, Revere and Everett because our chosen location is 
principally accessible only by car. 
The site I have in mind is available for sale, and is 
sizeable enough to accomodate a plant of 30 ,000 square feet plus 
parking for approximately 100 cars of employees and visitors . 
The purchase price of $1. 50 per square foot is not unreasonable 
for land on heavily traveled highway located so advantageously for 
our purpose.# 
FACILITIES NEED TO ESTABLISH THE NEWSPAPER 
A good many fixed assets are needed to go into the news-
paper business . Each workman, whether in the editorial department 
or the mechanical, must be provided with thousands of dollars 
worth of equipment and facilities with which to work. 
I cannot here go into detail as to all these necessar.y 
tools of the newspaper. Neither is it possible here to discuss the 
pros and cons of various al temati ves in equipment; that would be 
the subject of a thesis by itself. It is important, however, to 
establish a feeling for the size and complexity of the equipment 
problem. In the following pages we will estimate the cost of the 
major items of eqloli.pment , and shall attempt to estimate the cost 
of our equipped plant. These statistics are absolutely necessar,y 
factors in evaluating our venture from the financial point of view. 
I This figure supplied by an abuttor to the property. 
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Primary consideration is the building. Ours will be func-
tional and efficient, though not necessarilY showy. It will be 
built with a view toward flexibility and expansion. 
Exhibit 5, page )0 , summarizes the nature end cost of 
several new plants recently occupied or designed. While the figures 
given are neither statistically accurate nor necessarily representa-
ti ve , they do give some idea of the trend in plants of similar cir-
culation newspapers . 
The average cost of newspaper plants across the country is 
$15 per square foot . * This average is borne out by the last column 
in Exhibit 5, which ranges from $8. )) to $27. 77 per square foot . 
On the ass'Ulllption that we want a more modest building than some of 
these newspapers which are so well established, I will assume an 
arbitrary cost of $12 per square foot .# 
The sizes of three plants are given in Exhibit 5. The 
average of these sizes is 35,000 square foot . With the elimination 
of the stereotype function and other space-demanding operations our 
plant can perhaps be kept a little smaller. 30 , 000 square f eet 
should be adequate. 
Our 30 , 000 square foot plant , all on one floor at $12 
per square foot will cost $)6o ,ooo. The land for the plant at $1 . 50 
per square foot will cost $45, 000. Land for a 25,000 square foot 
parking area for 100 to 125 cars will cost another $37 ,500 . The 
total cost , therefore , for land and building amounts to $442, 500. 
I Reduced weights on floors due to our unique process will result 
in lower construction costs , too. 
* ,1 , p. 61 . 
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5. NEW PLANTS AND THEIR COST 
Newspaper Circulation Construction Materials Size of bldg. Estimated Cost 
of bldg.+ 
Jackson (Tenn. ) 15, 000 Steel frame post and Not given $.500 , 000 
Sun* lintel with movable 
partitions 
Hayward (Calif •) 50 , 000 Tilt- up concrete 30, 000 sq. ft . $2.50 , 000 
Review** 
Kewanee (Ill. ) 13,000 Brick and stone with not available $500, 000 
Star-Courier*** alUl'llinum facing 
Midland (Texas) 13, 800 Brick and steel 30, 000 sq. ft . $750,000 
Reporter-Telegram**** 
Galesburg (ill. ) 23,)00 Not given 45, 000 sq. :rt. $1 , 2.50 , 000 
Register-Mail***** 
+ In most cases this represents a total of costs of building and certain equipmento 
Sources : 
* Editor & Publisher Dec. 14, 1}57, p. 61 . 
** Editor & Publisher Dec. 14, 1957, p. 69. 
*** Editor & Publisher Dec. 14, 1957, p. 64. 
**** Editor & Publisher Jan. 11 , 1958, p. 53. 
***** Editor & Publisher Jan . 11, 1958, P• 53· 
Cost per sq. ft . 
$11 . 10 
$8. 33 
$25 
$27. 77 
~ 
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The next major item of expense is the printing press . Major 
specifications desirable here are 
1. That the press print the entire edition in about an hour. 
This means an optimum speed of 20- 30, 000 impressions per 
hour. 
2. Flexibility in number of pages , preferably in steps of 
two pages. 
) . Full ROP color an several pages . 
4. Large enough C?pacity to print every day's paper without 
the need of double runs and assembling of sections , ac-
cording to printing plant engineer Lutze . 
Printing presses fall into two major classes: the tubular 
and rotary type. The tubular type takes a completely circular plate, 
and the rotary press takes two semi- circular plates on the cylinder. 
Presses come in units for greater flexibility. The tubular press prints 
four pages per unit; the rotary press prints eight pages . 
While the tubular press is simpler, cheaper and fast enough 
for our circulation, it lacks certain qualities essential for our pub-
lication. In order to be able to have full-color printing, and in 
order to accomodate our direct-printing magnesium plates , our best 
choice is a rotary press . New style rotary presses are available for 
s:t>epping up two pages at a time . Many need no expensive pit or sub-
cellar for paper storage. 
A five unit press is good for 40 black and white pages or 
a smaller number of pages containing color. It should serve our 
needs well for some time to come. Such a press costs in the vicini-
ty of $200, 000. 
31 . 
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6. THE BASIC TYPES OF NEMSPAPER PRINTING PRESSES 
Tubular Press Cylinder 
Rotary Press Cylinder 
If availabl e , a used press of suitable specifications could 
be purchased at a savings of 401> to 5~. Since several large metropol-
i tan papers across the country are now in the process of expanding 
and modernizing their plants , it is a safe bet that we could obtain 
satisfactory press equipment at a price of $120 , 000 rebuilt . 
Composing room equipment will prove very expensive. To 
determine exactly how many Photon machines are required, we will 
determine the number of lines of type to be run in the average 
week to accomodate our news and advertising volume. This sum, divided 
by the capacity of each machine , will determine the required number 
of machines and operators . 
Reference to Exhibit 23 on page 86 tells that the average 
newspaper in a comparable situation carries a total lineage of slightly 
over 10 , 000 , 000 lines of advertising yearly. On the assumption that 
advertising volume will represent 50% of the bulk of the paper, compo-
sition of 20 , 000 , 000 lines per year will be needed. There are ap-
proximately 2.50 publishing days to the year; therefore the average 
number of lines to be set daily are 80 , 000 lines . 
?i hours constitutes the average shift (this is 450 minutes . ) 
Each machines operating via teletypesetter produces 10. 2 lines per 
minute*- - or 4, 950 lines per shift. Therefore , eighteen machines are 
needed to produce the paper. This should be adequate capacity, since 
advertising composition is rarely as "heav' as news composition, 
and because most of the papers whose linages are quoted publish six 
days per week. 
* 32, P• .56. 
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Because of the great expense of Photon machines and tale-
typesetter equipment , two- shift operation is most economical. Nine 
machines , at a cost of $4)2 , 000 , will be required. 
In summary: Eighteen women operators working da.y s starting 
at 7 a. m. will punch TTS keyboards to provide composition on tape for 
that day' s edition and for future editions . The tape needed for that 
dayt;{t} paper will be rm1 through the TTS attachments on the Photon at 
once ; tape for future used will be run through the machines in the 
night shift. Thus two shifts utilize the composing machines , yet 
actual composition is all done on one shift. 
Two Dow Etch machines are required. While one might per-
haps do , it is too risky to chance a breakdown on one machine without 
a stal'rlby machine . The two Dow Etch engraving machines would come 
to $15, 000. 
Headline phototype machines , make-up tables , file cabinets , 
diazo proofers , dark room equipment , several copying cameras , vacuum 
frames and waxing machines are necessary accessories to the photograph-
ic typesetting process . Total cost of these items would run about 
$20, 000. 
other major accessories are needed to facilitate the press-
work and distribution. These include electronic drive controls for 
the press , "flying pasters" that eliminate stopping to change rolls 
of paper on the press , conveyor from press room to mailing room, 
bundle tying machinery, conveyors for rolls of paper, etc . These 
pieces of machinery may well amount up to $15, 000. 
)4. 
News gathering facilities are many and involved. A modern, 
progressive newspaper must have the equipment to get the news quickly. 
Such items include 2-way radio from reporters ' cars to the editorial 
rooms , tape recorders , cameras , complete news-wire services , foto- fax 
wireiboto transmission of pictures , and many others . Much of this 
equipment is leased, although some must be purchased. Purchase price 
would be a minimum of $15, 000 . 
Typewriters , office furniture and fixtures and other needed 
equipment will certainly cost about $15, 000. Bookkeeping equipnent , 
calculators and billing machines will cost another $10 ,000. Addresso-
graph machines for the circulation department cost $5, 000. 
While I expect that the problems of circulation of the paper 
will be handled by distributors , we shall need to own at least one one-
ton truck for miscellaneous purposes . Cost is about $4, 000 . 
EXPENSES OF ESTABLISHING l1Y NNtiSPAPER 
"The amount of capital necessary to start a newspaper de-
pends upon a number of factors , the size of the community, the size 
of the prospective newspaper, the type of equipment and the length 
of time required to place the enterprise on a paying basis . "* 
As can by this time be readily envisioned, my venture is 
mighty substantial and involves a large capital investment. Reference 
to exhibit 7 on page )6 discloses that major capital expenditures 
total $1 , 152, 500. Miscellaneous equipment and supplies will cost 
maqy thousands of dollars more . Wages for the staff before operations 
* 12, P• 356. 
7. SCHEDULE OF COSTS FOR PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 
Land 
Building 
Press 
9 Photons at $48, 000 
18 Teletypesetter Keybaards 
9 Teletypesetter Operating Units 
Teletypesetter printer & wire unit 
2 Dow Etch machines 
Miscellaneous Typesetting Accessories 
Miscellaneous Press room Accessories 
News gathering facilities 
Office furniture and fixtures 
Bookkeeping and billing machinery 
Addressograph machine 
Truck for miscellaneous purposes 
Major capital expenditures 
$82, 500 
)60 ,000 
120, 000 
432,000 
)6 , 000 
18, 000 
5,000 
15,000 
20 , 000 
15, 000 
15, 000 
15,000 
10,000 
5, 000 
4,000 
$1 , 152, 500 
)6. 
are begun wlll run several thousands of dollars . Working capital 
needed to operate the paper until it shows a profit will require 
perhaps a half-million dollars . 
It is mw opinion that resources of $1 3/4 million are 
needed to begin operations with enough working capital and ability 
to weather the first few lean years . 
As is customary in establishing any business that involves 
a great outlay for fixed assets , our financial plan has two phases . 
First there is the primary plan to raise the money needed to build 
and equip the plant, hire help and get started; secondly, there is a 
plan to provide the working capital for that indefinite period until 
the paper is on a financially paying basis . Perhaps $1 1/4 million 
are needed for the primary plan and about $1/2 million is needed 
later for the secondary plan. 
For a venture of this magnitude , we must sell stock to a 
number of investors . On the strength of an average 9% to 18% 
return on sales in newspapers * it should not be too difficult to 
obtain the needed stock subscriptions . Especially where the sentiment 
for a newspaper is strong, the general public may buy the stock 
issue. Rec·ently in Lima, Ohio , the citizens and business people of 
the city bought $500,000 worth of stock to set up the new Lima Citizen. ** 
To justify the investment of $1 , 250 , 000 our venture should 
produce a good return for the investors . If average yearly gross 
sales for this paper can reasonably be estimated on the basis of com-
parable newspapers elsewhere , we can expect to earn $990, 500 per year. 
* 27 , p. 112. 
** 28, P• 89. 
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(See Exhibit 23, page 86 • ) If returns on sales vary from 9% to 18% 
we are safe in expecting the median percentage , or 13~. This would 
be $133,717. Each investor would get a return of 9. 35% (before taxes) 
on his stock (assuming that he purchased stock at par. ) This would 
be a satisfactory return to any investor, especially during the 
first few years . 
Naturally, we must keep a vm careful cost accounting to 
be sure that all expenses are in line. Generally speaking, the ex-
pense and income budget of a small city daily has been considered to 
be as shown in exhibit 8, page 39. 
A complete operating statement of a newspaper for 1957 is 
given in exhibit 9, page 4o . vJhile this newspaper is much smaller 
than ours , it is a composite one for this general size group of 
newspapers . The percentages of expenses and revenues should be 
approximately in line, and should serve as a valuable guidepost for 
management. 
In the instance of this newspaper, the costs for the mechan-
ical departments should represent a somewhat smaller percentage due 
to our most efficient methods . Therefore , our very large investment 
may further be justified by a larger- than- average net profit. 
STAFF NEEDED TO OPERATE THE NJJMSPAPER 
A well functioning newspaper requires a sizeable staff. 
Just how many depends upon the efficiency of the mechanical depart-
ments , the volume of business done , the standards of n~ coverage 
that have been set and the competitive situation. Workillg conditions 
)8. 
8. EXPENSE AND INCOME BUOOEI' OF SMALL CITY DAILIES,12}0 
EB:penses -- total 100% 
Editorial 
Advertising 
Circula.tion 
Mechanical 
Administrative 
Profit 
Income -- total 100% 
Circulation 
Advertising 
Miscellaneous 
Source: 11, p. 322. 
9. FINANCIAL FACTS AND FIGURES OF S:t'.J\LL- TONN NEWSPAPER, 12,650 CIRCUlATION 
Operating Revenue 
Local Adv. 
NEltional Adv. 
Classified Adv. 
Legal Adv. 
Total Adv. 
Circulation 
Total Rev. 
Miscellaneous income 
Total Income 
EKpenses 
Paper, ink & cartage 
Composing room 
Editorial dept. 
Advertising dept. 
Circulation dept . 
Admin. & general 
Building 
Stereotype dept . 
Business Office 
Press Room 
Photo & engraving 
Depreciation 
Business Taxes 
Doubtful accts . 
Total Expenses 
Operating Profit 
Miscellaneous income 
Total Profit 
Income taxes 
Net Profit 
% Exp. to Oper. Rev. 
Payroll 
Net paid circulation 
Yield per copy 
Yield per idv. inch 
Cost per adv. inch 
Profit per adv. inch 
% Advertising 
Pages 
(1) % of Oper. Inc . (2) Total Inc . 
640, 9. 97 
$73,480. 09 
108,5.54. 86 
81 ,402.68 
47, 206.99 
40 ,633-57 
65,238. 71 
11 ,441 .72 
12,544. 91 
14,802. 77 
18,102.89 
11,999.39 
25,901 . 31 
18,422.59 
2 1~44-~ $532,:zz~ 
108,172. 57 
321. 26 
108,493. 83 
~.z42.z4 
$57,744.09 
$286 ,355. 13 
12,650. 
. 04674 
. 9267 
.zoz2 
. 2192 
.4889 
5902 
% Total Op. Rev. 
57 .28 
8.86 
~.23 
1. 22 
71 . 59 
28.41 
~ Exp. 
13.79 
20. 39 
15.28 
8.86 
7.63 
12.25 
2.15 
2. 36 
2.78 
3.41 
2. 26 
4.87 
3.46 
. 51 
lOO . OO 
16. 93 (1) 
16.93 ~2~ 7.22 2 
9.01 (2) 
83. )6 
53-78 
Source: study of Composite Newspaper, 
Editor & Publisher, May 11, 1957, 
PP• 66-67. 
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in :bhl3 industry are good, with a multitude of paid holidays , benefits 
and vacations . The prospective publisher must be aware of these facts 
and must plan on the substantial expenSliJs of this staff. 
Statistics evolved of an average small town newspaper of 
12, 650 circulation place the p~ll at 53. 8% of all expenses.* Thus 
it can be seen that the economics gf a newspaper largely involves the 
sale of labor. Any economies that can be made in the staff will re-
flect very directly on the profit. 
An outline of required key _per sonnel is given in Exhibit 10, 
pages 42 and 43. Each person has a position of authority, with any-
where from one to 40 persons responsible to him. Each one of these 
men is in a position directly to affect the welfare of the business . 
That is why these key men must be chosen with utmost care. 
Each department head in both administrative and mechanical 
departments reports directly to the business manager. All everyday 
operational problems will be handled at this level. Only the knot-
tiest of problems will be given over to the publisher. Most of the 
publisher' s time will be spent formulating the newspaper' s general 
policy and representing the company in civic matt~rs. 
The lines of responsibility of our organization are shown 
clearly in Exhibit 11, page 44. While the supervisory personnel are 
shown in detail , the duties of working personnel are not detailed. 
Each of these will be responsible to his own foreman or department 
head. 
Estimates from various sources indicates we probably need 
fifteen full- time editorial workers in addition to the editors . Our 
*27, P• 66 
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10. KEY PERSONNEL AT THE NEWSPAPER 
Executive 
A. Publisher -- in charge of policies and management. 
B. Business manager -- supervision of all departments . 
c. Auditor -- in charge of accounts, salaries. 
D. Promotion Manager -- in charge of all promotion in every form. 
Editorial 
A. Editor-in-chief -- general editorial direction. 
B. Managing editor -- gathers news and features. 
C. News editor -- supervision of covered news events. 
D. Cable and Telegraph Editor -- in charge of news received by 
wire , radio and cable. 
E. Photo editor -- assigns photographers and selects photos for 
publication. 
F. Sports editor -- handles all special news for sports pages. 
G. Feature editor -- creates feature stories and rewrites con-
tributed materials . 
H. Women's pages editor -- handles society and food news . 
I . Librarian -- in charge of reference library and morgue . 
Advertising 
A. Advertising director -- direction and supervision of all 
advertising functions. 
B. Classified manager -- supervises classified ad department. 
c. National advertising manager -- handles national ads . 
D. Retail advertising mapager ~- supervision of retail adver-
tising department. 
42. 
Circulation 
A. Circulation director -- handles all circulation and circula-
tion promotion. 
B. Mail room superintendent - - handles deli very of papers to 
out of town subscribers . 
C. Manager of newsstand sales . 
n. Manager of home delivered sales . 
Mechanical 
A. Foreman composing room -- directs composing room which handles 
both news and advertising. 
B. Foreman of makeup -- responsible for paste-up of photo composed 
material into pages . 
C. Foreman photo engraving department in charge of technical 
reproduction of full-page press plates . 
D. Foreman pressroom - - directs work of pressroom; responsible 
for efficiency of printing press . 
Business Office Manager 
A. Bookkeeper -- keeps books of account 
B. Secretarial Staff -- carry on correspondence and clerical 
functions . 
4). 

11. RESPONSIBILITY CHART FOR TRI-CITY Nli.WSPAPER 
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editorial staff will be augmented by part time writers and corres-
pondents . Probably six or eight advertising salemen will be needed 
to service the retail stores . The classified department will require 
at least three full time clerks in addition to the classified manager. 
The manager of general advertising probably will need assistance only 
from a secretar.y. 
Four men comprise the circulation staff, and five or six 
persons are employed to carr.y on the office routine and bookkeeping. 
In the mechanical departments , four foremen are responsible to a 
mechanical superintendent . Each foreman has a number of workmen 
reporting to him. In all, I estimate that approximately 30 workmen 
will be required in all production departments . 
The number of personnel including executives , as estimated 
above , is 92. At an average pay of $5,000. per year for every man 
or woman on the staff , our estimated payroll expense comes to $46o ,ooo. 
Using the earlier quoted statistic of 53. 8% of all expenses for labor 
we find that this payroll is in line with established practice.# 
The editor-in-chief, advertising director, promotion mana-
ger, circulation manager and other key personnel should be enlisted 
first . Preferably they should come from other organizations in the 
vicinity, because familiarity with the locality is very helpful . Such 
key personnel must be selected with great care for the entire success 
of the venture lies in their hands . 
# Anticipated revenue is $990,500. Taking out 10% for profit leaves 
expenses of $891 ,450. 53. 8% of this is allocated for payroll. 
This sum is $479,600. 
In Lima, Ohio , the publ isher s of the Lima Citizen recently 
recruited an entire staff in about thr ee months . * This was under 
ideal conditions . In my opinion , it may take from six to nine months 
to build a staff that is capable and works well together. Therefore, 
it is imperative to begin staff recruitment the mement the decision 
is made to establish my newspaper. 
* 28, p~ 68. 
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II. THE MARKETS TO BE SERVED BY THE NEWSPAPER=: 
CHELSEA., REVERE, EVERETT - - AND CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF THEIR POPULATIONS 
NATURE OF THE AREA 
The market of Chelsea, Revere and Everett consists of three 
separate cities , each of medium size , independently governed yet part 
of the area known as Greater Boston. To some degree these cities are 
suburban bedroom communities for those who work, shop and spend their 
leisure time in Boston. However, each of these cities is autonomous 
and self- sufficient with employers , social institutions , retailers 
and entertainment facilities of its own. 
Each of the cities is an old city with a history almost as 
old as Boston' s itself. None of the cities is growing at a rapid rate 
because there is little land available for single-family housing devel-
opment. A certain amount of out -migration to more remote and growing 
suburban bedroom communities has been taking place in each of these 
cities for over a decade . The population, however, remains static or 
grm~s slightly as the increasing birth rate and in-migrat ion fill the 
gaps left b,y those who move out. 
These cities , neither suburban nor downtown , are in the 
first circle of suburban Boston on the North and East. They are 
within ten minutes drive by car or public transportation to Boston. 
They are ver.y definitely within the area well served by the Boston 
Newspapers . (See Exhibit 12, page 48. ) 
Only in the ability to serve the needs of residents of Chel-
sea, Revere and 1'verett better insofar as the local news is concerned 
will our projected newspaper have a superiority. As circulation satur-
ates the three-city area the newspaper could spread out further to 
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the North to encompass cities and towns as far north as the New 
Hampshire border. With localized reporting and the unique features 
of our publ ication this sort of growth is a real possibility. 
THE CITY OF CHELSEA 
The city of Chelsea is located two miles from Boston and 
is adjacent to Revere , Everett and East Boston. It is very densely 
populated with nearly 20 ,000 persons pa- ~uare mile . Its total land 
area of less than four square miles houses a population of )6 ,825. 
Population has been decreasing at a slow bp:t steady rate since 19)0, 
at which time 45, 816 persons resided there. (See exhibit 1), page 
50 .) Out-migration accounts for much of this population drop, and 
extensive highw~ and bridge construction for the rest. Urban re-
development is about to start and may displace still further hundreds 
of persons , at least temporarily. 
According to the Massachusetts Department of Commerce, the 
age composition of Chelsea residents is average with that of the entire 
Boston metropolitan area. Education of Chelsea residents is on a 
somewhat lower plane than that of the Boston metropolitan area. The 
relatively large percentage of foreign-born residents m~ account for 
that fact . Chelsea people are working people on the whole , with 50% 
more machine operators and hand workers in Chelsea than the average 
of the Boston metropolitan area. By the same token , there are only 
about half as many professional, technical and similar highly special-
ized workers than in the average of the Boston metropolitan area. The 
income level of Chelsea families reilects the type of work they do. The 
median family income in Chelsea is $2761 as against an average of $)042 
for the Boston metropolitan area. 
49. 
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13. POPULATION TRENDS FOR CHELSEA.1 MASSACHUSETTS 
1930 45,816 
1940 41 , 259 
1945 39,940 
1950 38,912 
1955 36,825 
Source: Mass . Deptl of Commerce 
With such high density of population it stands to reason 
that much of the housing must be multiple-family. 74. 7% of Chelsea ' s 
dwelling units are tenant-occupied as against 55.4% in the Boston 
metropolitan area. Most of these apartment buildings were built prior 
to 1919 and are at the present time obsolete and unimproved to a greater 
degree than elsewhere in Greater Boston. A few new single homes are 
built each year but lack of space prevents extensive building. In 
the last five years only 150 new homes were built within the Chelsea 
city liroits . The median value of Chelsea single dwelling structures 
is 25% lower than the metropolitan Boston average . Rentals reflect 
these housing conditions , being about 20% lower than the average in 
Greater Boston. 
Chelsea is primarily a manufacturing city with a wide variety 
of establiahments. Over 5, 000 persons are employed in the many large 
and small shops with an annual payroll of $18, 600 ,000. Industries are 
well diversified both as to product and size of companies . Eight in-
dustrial firms employ more than 100 persons each. Wholesale trade also 
plays an important part in the Chelsea economy. The city is one of the 
major salvage centers in the United States , with many establishments 
dealing in rubber, metals , plastics , woolens , wiping cloths , etc. 
Over one thousand persons are employed in the salvage trade with annu-
al p~oll in excess of three million dollars . Five major oil com-
panies maintain petroleum bulk tank stations at the Chelsea water-
front , constituting one of Chelsea' s major industries. 
1511 persons are employed in Chelsea ' s 518 retail estab-
lishments . Retail sales in 1948 totaled nearly $)6, 000 , 000 or $922 
51 . 
per capita which, according to the Massachusetts Department of Com-
merce, is "quite high considering Chelsea' s nearness to downtown 
Boston shopping area." Retail sales in 19.54 were $)9 , 028, 000 . * 
Chelsea' s tax rete is among the highest in the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts , with a rate of $74.80 for 1957. (See Exhibit 14, 
page 53.) The low valuations placed o n most buildings make for 
tax burdens that are not exhorbitant . However, the high tax rate 
discourages new construction. Reasonably good standards of service 
are rendered by the city. Transportation to and from the city in 
every direction is excellent and getting better. HighwaY construc-
tion is taking place on every side to make it easier to get to and 
through Chelsea. The municipal government of m~or-council form has 
not in the past been very alert to the problems of the city. One 
of the best administrations in many years is now in power and has 
recognized the need for industrial development , city planning and 
urban redevelopment. 
For additional economic data on Chelsea see Exhibit 15, 
page 54. 
THE CITY OF REVERE 
The ci ty of Revere , along with Chelsea and Boston, is in 
Suffolk County. Its population is climbing steadily, with 119, .565 
reported in the 1955 census . According to Sidney Curtis , publisher 
of the Revere Journal , the city will be up to 50, 000 by 1960. 
Growth beyond this point will be limited by the physical boundaries 
* Source: u. s. Census of Business , 19.54. 
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City 
Chelsea 
Revere 
Everett 
14. TRENDS IN THE TAX RATE FOR CHELSFA, REVERE, 
AND EVERETT 1955-195§-1957 
1955 
$69. 00 
6) . 80 
45.60 
1956 
$75. 80 
68. 60 
48.40 
1957 
$74. 80 
74.40 
49.20 
Source: Mass. Dept. of Commerce 
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15. :&:ONOMIC FACTORS IN CHELSEA, REVERE AND EVERETT , MASS. 
CHELSEA REVERE EVERE!'T 
POPULATION 
1950 38,912 ,36,763 45,982 
Families 10 ,529 9,971 12,4.54 
1955 36,826 39,565 45,077 
Families (est. ) 10,089 10,839 12, )49 
Population Increase or 
Decrease % over 1950 
-5.3 7.6 -1.9 
DtJELLnms (est.) 
1955 - One family 950 3,800 2,800 
Two family 3,000 3,600 5 , )00 
Multi family 6,500 3,6oo 4,700 
GRM'H - New Single family 
Dwelling Units Bull t since 1946 426 1,873 828 
SCHOOLS - Public, Private 
Grade and High 
No. of Schools 10 19 22 
No . of Students 6,984 6,689 8,555 
AUTO REGISTRATIONS 
1955 Passenger 7,003 8,977 11 ,110 
1955 Trucks 1,029 654 1,391 
FINANCE 
No . of Banks 3 1 2 
No . of Savings & Loan 7 2 3 
MANUFACTURING 
No . of New Plants Since 1946 14 9 18 
THEATRES 
No. of Theatres 2 2 2 
Source: 2, pp. 49, 50 , 60. 
of the city, which is only six square miles in size. The density of 
population is rising stead.ily, with 6,6.50 persons per square mile in 
19.5.5, according to the Massachusetts Department of Commerce. The age 
of Revere ' s population compares with the average for the Boston metro-
politan area. The nativity of Revere ' s persons is on the average the 
same as that of the Boston metropolitan area. The educational back-
grounds of Revere ' s persons is slightly lower than that of the Boston 
average. Revere shares with Chelsea a population composed largely of 
shop workers , with 6% more in this classification than the Boston 
aver age. 4t% less Revere people are employed in the professional and 
technical skills than the Boston metropolitan average. The differences 
in the type of employment notwithstanding, the Revere income level is 
identically on a par with the Boston average . 
About half of Revere ' s population rents their living quarters : 
the other half owns their homes . This extent of home ownership is 
slightly greater than the metropolitan Boston average. Single family 
homes are predominant in Revere, though t~vo , three and four-unit 
structures together compose more than half of Revere's dwelling units . 
Most of the buildings are quite old, 67% having been built prior to 
1919 and 20'% having been built within the last )0-4o years . Some new 
homes are built each year, these being mostly one and two family units . 
19.5.5, r epresenting an average year, saw 19.5 new dwelling units con-
structed. The median value of Revere ' s one-dwelling unit structures 
is $8, 000 compared with nearly $11 , 000 for the Boston metropolitan 
average. The reason behind these low property values is undoubtedly 
.5.5. 
the poor condition and the extreme age of the buildings . Monthly 
rents are about 8% lower in Revere than elsewhere in the area as a 
result of the type of rental structure available. 
Revere is largely a residental suburban and resort city. 
Its business structures are not factories but race tracks , bath houses 
and restaurants . The 1955 manufacturing payroll was only $1 , 679, 000 
as against a payroll of $12, 337, 000 at Revere ' s varied recreational 
establishments . Retailing plays an important part in the city' s 
econoDzy" and takes the form mostly of amusements, service establish-
ments and seasonal shops . The nearly 2, 000 persons employed in retail 
trade earned nearly $4, 200, 000 in 1955. Revere is not a retail trading 
center in the usual sense of the tem, having few stores of a size 
significant enough to attract business from the surrounding area. 
Per capita retail sales in 1948 (the most recent figures available ) 
were only $583 which compares with $1)00 for Suffolk County as a 
whole . Total retail sales (including many seasonal resort establish-
ments such as hotels and restaurants ) in 1954 amounted to $33, 665, 000. # 
A steadily rising t ax rate is a feature of Revere , as of the 
other cities in Suffolk County. For 1956 the figure is $68. 60 and 
the figure for 1957 is $74.40 . (See Exhibit 14, page 53.) Valuations 
are creeping up very slm-rly with scarcely more than $1 , 000 , 000 added 
per year. Assessments are moderate and have not been changed in many 
years . 
# Source: u. s. Census of Business , 19.54, as reported in Monograph 
of Revere , Massachusetts Department of Commerce. 
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Revere is located on the rapid transit system connecting the 
city with Boston. Bus lines feed in all directions to the rapid transit 
stations giving commuters unexcelled public transportation facilities . 
Roads also facilitate fransportation; motorists now have direct routes 
to points north and west and several excellent highways directly to 
Boston, the south and the southwest . 
Future industrial development calls for the promotion of a 
new shopping center on a large tract of land formerly used by the 
Revere airport , located adjacent to a new super- lighway interchange 
just being completed. Several other sites are also in the planning 
stages of development for both retail and industrial purposes . 
More economic facts on Revere may be obtained from Exhibit 
15 on page 54. 
THE CITY OF EVEI!ETT 
The city of Everett is located adjacent to Chelsea and 
Revere, west of those cities . Its population is about 46, 000 and its 
land area less than .3t square miles . Everett is located in Middlesex 
County, has a mayor- council form of government . Like Chelsea, Everett 
has suffered a loss of population in the last ten years . At its high 
point in 1945, the city had 48, 500 people . The out-migration is not as 
s.erious a problem. aa in Chelsea, however, the city being less densely 
populated and less tom apart by road construction. According to the 
Mass . Dept. of Commerce, the age composition of Everett people is 
substantially the same as in the rest of Greater Boston, as is the 
nativity of the people . The educational level of Everett people is 
slightly below the par for the Boston metropolitan area. Everett 
people, like Revere people , tend toward the crafts industries for their 
livelihood. By far the greater percentage of working Everett people are 
employed as craftsmen, foremen or machine operators . Clerical jobs 
and other office occupations account for the senond largest group. 
Being a city of very substantial industry1 Everett's income 
level is considerably above the average of the Greater Boston area. 
The average Everett family income is $3223 as against the Boston area 
income of $3042. The greatest portion of these employed families are 
in the $)000 - $4500 income bracket representing fully 5% more ~families 
than in the Greater Boston average. 
Multiple-unit dwellings predominate in Everett as in Chelsea 
and Revere. Nearly 40% of the dwelling units are in two unit struc-
tures and 3CYJfo are in three and four unit structures . The number of 
one unit houses comprises only 21. 1% of the dwelling units and the 
75 to 100 new homes built each year is not likely to change this 
percentage appreciably. In common with Chelsea and Revere, Everett's 
homes tend t o be old. Particularly the apartment dwellings stem from 
1919 or earlier with another segment of homes stemming from 1920-29. 
Only s.;t% of the dwelling units in Everett are of more recent date 
than 1929. There is a distinct difference however between Everett and 
Revere and Chelsea in the upkeep and modernization of these homes . In 
every category of home improvement Everett homes show substantially 
more modern features than the average of Boston's metvopolitan area. 
-The phenomenon of a low tax rate with substantial family income evi-
dently fosters home improvement. Rentals are surprisingly moderate, 
being fully $3 lower than the average rental in the Boston metrepoli-
tan area. 
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Everett is a highly diversified industrial city. In 19.54 
689 industrial firms were located in the city . 12, 447 persons were 
employed by these firms with annual payroll of $54, 218, 000. Second in 
importance is wholesale and retail trade and the third most important 
industry is construction. 
Retail sales in Everett were only $24, 222, 000 in 1948. The 
per capita retail sales were $529 compared t o $722 for Middlesex 
Comty as a whole. Retail sales in 19.54 amounted to $27 , 668, 000. :/f 
As a result of a high level of assessed valuations the tax 
rate in Everett is most advantageous to business expansion. For 1957 
the annouced tax rate is $49. 20 which is fourth lowest in Massachusetts . 
(See Exhibit 14, page 53. ) Each year Everett ' s valuations increase 
by two or three million dollars through business expansion, which helps 
supply the increased revenue needed to meet increased municipal cost. 
Little of these increases need be passed on to the taxp~er. 
Transportation is very favorable in Everett. The city is 
served by rapid transit line coming within one-half mile of Everett ' s 
main shopping area. Bus lines extend to all parts of the city and 
serve as connections to surrounding cities and the rapid transit 
system. 
More data on Everett m~ be obtained from Exhibit 15, 
# U. s. Census of Business , 1954, as reported in Monograph of Everett , 
Massachusetts Department of Commerce. 
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THE SHOPPlNG AREA. OF CHELSEA 
The Chelsea retail scene has undergone dramatic changes in 
the last five years . During the war and for some years after, Chelsea 
stores were bssy and cash registers were ringing in tremendous sales . 
Retail business prospered in Chelsea until environmental 
factors encroached. The construction of the Hystic River Bridge in 
19.50 was the main blow to the Chelsea retail economy. The entire traf-
fic pattem of the city was changed with heavy through traffic funnel-
ing through Broadway, the heart . of the city. Traffic congestion and 
lack of parking facilities made things difficult for shoppers . 
Out-migration affected the Chelsea retail econo~ tremendous-
ly, too . Lack of room to build new houses has forced those seeking to 
better themselves to move . Land and buildings taken by eminent domain 
for bridge and highway construction also have forced ~undreds of families 
to move. Since 1930 Chelsea has lost 9, 000 - - 2fY% of its population for 
various reasons . (See Exhibit 13 page .50 . ) 
The philosophy of Chelsea retailers has also changed over the 
past few years . For decades , people fro1n far and wide have been 
streaming to Chelsea to pick from a wide variety of goods at lower 
prices than avail~ble elserrhere. The bargain hunter could find store 
after store full of merchandise at substantially lower prices . 
Since the war Chelsea merchants have followed the trend 
toward branded lines at established prices . While mer.ohants who 
followed this policy in the early post-war years did very well, they 
lost their individuality and special appeal to price conscious shoppers . 
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City 
Chelsea 
Everett 
16. REI'AIL SALES IN CHELSEA, REVERE AND EVEREI'T I MASS. 
No. of Establishments 
518 
425 
443 
Retail Sales in 19.54 
$)9 ,028 ,000 
)),665 ,000 
27 , 668,000 
Total Retail Sales (19.54) $100 , )61 , 000 in entire market 
Source: u. s. Census of Business , 
19.54. 
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Lack of any special incentive to shop in Chelsea has drawn 
much trade to Boston, Malden and nearqy wayside shopping centers. 
Lack of unity among merchants (who could do much to attract and hold 
trade ) has stunted Chelsea' s retail development . 
Chelsea is blessed with a convenient shopping area, with a 
large number of different types of stores in every line and price range 
located within walki.ng distance of one another. Many of the leading 
chain stores are located in Chelsea, and these attract trade to the 
area. In terms of diversification and convenience , Chelsea has ad-
vantages over both Revere and Everett. (For types and numbers of 
stores in Chelsea, Revere and Everett see eXhibit 17, page 6).) 
The main shopping area is contained in three blocks on 
Broadway between Bellingham Square and Chelsea Square. A shopper 
can park his car and is able to visit any stores in the area on foot . 
Chelsea retail stores are on the small side. Only two or 
three stores employ over 20 persons , and these are chain variety and 
department stores . Leading independent stores are small and employ 
from one to four help. 518 stores are located in Chelsea, doing an 
annual volume of over $39 millions . (See exhibit 16, page 61 . ) 
There is no large, dominant department store to give leader-
ship to , and be a drawing card for1 the Chelsea shopping area. Largest 
single store is Gorin ' s , a promotional , low- priced department store af-
filiated with the regional Gorin chain. While the Chelsea unit is de-
cidedly larger than that in Everett, it cannot be considered a full de-
partment store. 
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17~ REI'AIL DISTRIBUTION IN CHELSEA, REVERE AND EVERETT, MASSACHUSETTS 
TYPE OF OUTLET CHELSEA REVERE EVERETT 
GROCERY 
TOTAL STORES 102 71 100 
Corp. Chain 6 j 7 
Super Markets 4 4 4 
Regular Stores 2 1 3 
with Frozen Food 5 5 7 
with Meat Department 4 5 7 
with Beauty & Health Aids 3 0 5 
Independent 96 66 93 
Super Markets 1 1 0 
with Frozen Food 1 1 0 
with Meat Department 1 1 0 
with Beauty and Health Aids 0 0 0 
Oass A 4 8 6 
with Frozen Food 4 8 6 
with Meat Department 4 8 6 
With Beauty and Health lids 2 1 1 
Class B 6 9 10 
with Frozen Food 6 8 10 
with Meat Department 6 9 10 
with Beauty and 1\ealth Aids 1 0 2 
Class C 85 48 77 
with Frozen Food 19 15 33 
with Meat Department 42 31 59 
with Beauty and Health Aids 4 0 2 
DRUG STORES 
TOTAL 19 15 29 
Chain 0 0 1 
Independent 19 15 28 
AUTOMOTIVE 
New Car Dealers 7 12 4 
Serv. Sta. and Garages 27 51 38 
Accessor.y Stores 7 0 0 
HA.fi.IMARE STORES ~ 8 14 
PAINT OUTLETS 5 2 0 
ELJ!XJTRICAL 
TOTAL 16 14 13 
Television 11 10 10 
Radio 13 6 10 
White Goods <. 11 11 11 
Small Appliances 
.-:• 
12 7 10 
Air Conditioners 1 3 2 . . 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
ALL ALCOHOLIC $3 48 56 
On ~mises 43 41 46 
Off Premises 10 7 10 
WINE AND MALT 11 5 10 
On Premises 10 5 0 
Off Premises 1 0 10 
MALT ONLY 0 0 0 
On Premises 0 0 0 
Off Premises 0 0 0 
"' 
Source: 
" 
2, PP• 49, 50 , 60. 
Chelsea' s main retail area offers the shopper nearly every 
sort of merchandise, including better dresses , furs , fumi ture and 
better men ' s clothing. Customers in any more remote city would find 
Chel sea a good place for shopping, but because of the closeness to 
Boston' s vast assortments Chelsea is relatively less attractive. 
Principal secondary shopping area in Chelsea is the Pratt- -
ville section. A neighborhood shopping center contains a giant Stop 
& Shop supermarket, a shoe store, a liquor store and a Robert Hall 
clothing store. A big First National Market has just opened across 
the street. A number of small stores in every line comprise the rest 
of the Prattville shopping area. 
Another secondary shopping area of some importance is located 
on Everett Avenue and , Arlington Street. This area at one time was 
the center of Chelsea' s retail area, and still attracts a large fol-
lowing for its outstanding variety of Jewish food products . Butchers , 
produce men , appetizer stores , bakeries and others &.ill do a nice busi-
ness here , though no comparison to the business they did when Chelsea 
was in its heyday. 
The many other comparatively small neighborhood shopping 
areas all over the city do a substantial business , and probably repre-
sent quite a high percentage of the total retail business . But , being 
entirely neighborhood in their appeal , they could hardly be considered 
prospects for advertising. 
Of the three cities under discussion only Chvlsea is served 
by a daily newspapel'.,.. In spite of this strong promotional medium, 
most merchants prefer not to advertise. In fact , analysis of the 
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records of The Chelsea Record discloses that of the 518 retail estab-
lishments in Chelsea fewer than 100 advertise at all, and only half this 
number advertise extensively enough to hold a bulk advertising space 
contract. 
The small volume of the stores and the unpromotional conduct 
of the stores by management accounts for this situation. Also con-
tributing is the somewhat weak position of the newspaper, which 
reaches only one home in two. # Many merchants do not invest substan-
tially in advertising due to lack of results . 
THE SHOPPJNG AREA OF REVERE 
The city of Revere has several shopping areas, not just one. 
These retail sections are widely separated, and appeal to different 
groups of people. 
The major shopping area is in several blocks on Broadw~. 
Food stores , variety stores , banks , several dry goods , children's 
and women • s shops, a hardware store and a floor covering outlet are 
located here. There is no department or chain store to attract shop-
pers . While this shopping area is the principal one , it is by no 
means dominant over the others . 
The Shirley Avenue vicinity houses a substantial shopping 
area covering several blocks . Many food stores , hardware stores , 
variety, dry goods, card shops and others are represented here. This 
shopping area was once as important as "downtown" Broadway, especially 
during the summer months when the beach (which is nearby) became a 
# Chelsea has more than 10, 000 dwelling units. The Chelsea Record 
has circulation of about 5,300 on the average, according to the 
publisher. 
beehive of activity. This secti on is now declining somewhat , ID.th 
many empty stores in evidence. 
A growine shopping area is located right on the beach front . 
Former seasonal establishments have been turned into year 'round toy, 
appliance and housewares discount houses . These stores attract shop-
pers from all over greater Boston. 
While no giant shopping centers have been built in Revere , 
several highways are lined wi.th new wayside stores . North Shore Road 
and Squire Roe..d are rapidly being turned into flourishing retail shop-
ping area, wi.th stores of every sort , from bakeries to tire stores . 
As a rapidly growi.ng segment of Revere ' s retail picture, there is 
little doubt that an increasingly larger share of the business is going 
to these wayside places. 
A small A. & P. and First National and a new, la.rger Stop & 
Shop constitute Revere ' s assets in the chain food store line. The 
many smaller independent grocery stores sell Revere People the bulk of 
the food consumed. 
Revere ' s lack of a concentrated shopping area and the ab-
sence of selection due to the limited mumber of stores has been a 
severe handicap. There seems to be little or no "shopping" done in 
Revere , as it is done elsewhere . Instead , people patronize the store 
or stores they know and subsequently leave . There is little evidence 
of wi.ndow· shopping or "looking around" - - in fact the sidewalks of 
Broadway Revere are seldom croweed. 
Several lines of merchandise are not available in Revere 
at all , and many other lines are only weakly represented. There is 
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no furt'ier , for example , and there is no sizeable furniture store. 
However as Revere grows , the retailers will have justification for 
expansion into new lines and deeper stocks . (For a complete tabu-
lation of retail stores in Revere see Exhibit 17, page 63.) 
Retail development of Revere is proceeding faster than else--
where in the tri-city area. Many new stores have been established, and 
sales are climbing at a faster rate than in Everett or Chelsea. (See 
Exhibit 20 , page 76 . ) During 19.54 Revere ' s 425 stores rang up sales 
amounting to :33"~ million (See Exhibit 20 , page 76 .) It can be predic-
ted with some certainty that the future will see further retail growth 
in Revere -- not in downtown but in wayside stores and shopping centers . 
Already there are rumors that the present Revere Airport , which is 
being split down the middle by a new limited- access highway, will be 
the site of a multi-million dollar retail development . 
The many new and growing wayside and shopping area stores 
in Revere represent a unique opportunity for our venture . These 
merchants are not yet set in their ways as far as advertising is con-
cerned, and they stand to benefit from our entire circulation, being 
located very accessibly. 
The majority of Revere stor es could in all fairness be called 
"non- advertisers ." 
The Revere Journal exists primarily from food advertising , 
city legal advertising and sporadic local advertising. Not many 
regular, weekly ads are placed by Revere merchants . Some of the 
Journal ' s most substantial customers are Chelsea stores , in fact . 
THE SHOPPmG AREA OF EVERETT 
Of the three cities under consideration, Everett has the 
weakest shopping area. Its stores are small, located in a spread-
out marm.er, and are weak in variety. Some lines of merchandise are 
not available at all-- including men' s wear and better dresses . (For 
tabulation see Exhibit 17, page 63.) 
Two major stores comprise the basis of Everett ' s shopping 
area. These are Gorin ' s , a low- end type of department store , and J . 
M. Fields , a discount department store of t he same general type . 
Neither store is big - - in fact , each is among the smallest units in 
its own chain. 
One large variety store , a few hardware stores and gift 
stores and a few restaurants comprise the remainder of the Everett 
S~uare shopping area -- the major area in the city. other sections 
heavy with retail business and Glendale Square end Union Street . 
Glendale Square features the city' s only modern super market (Stop 
& Shop) , a modern w. T. Grant store , two night clubs , hardware 
stores , insurance offices , drug stores , and various specialty stores . 
Union Street is the heart of the aewish residential area of the city 
and features a number of small retail businesses catering distinctly 
to this portion of the population. 
Everett is heavy with small neighborhood food stores • . These, 
however, are hard hit by competition from outside the city. Huge in-
roads upon Everett ' s food dollars have been made by big chain food 
stores located in shopping centers in nearby I·1edford. The on.l,.y chain food 
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stores in Everett are the previously mentioned Glendale Square stop 
& Shop and small and antiquated First National and A. & P. units . 
On items other than food, shopp~ centers have also made 
huge inroads in Everett people's spendable dollars . Many shop at 
the Wellington Circule, Medford , J . M. Fields and Zayre disco'W'lt 
department stores while others shop at the huge Medford Square 
shopping center. 
Competition from metropoiliitan shopping areas, other than 
shopping centers , is formidable on all sides . The downtown Malden 
area draws much of the business , due to its closeness , convenience 
and easy transportation. Malden's many large stores have a good assort-
ment to offer the shopper. Many Everett people shop in Boston, of 
course. Several trolley lines reacl1ing every section of the city feed 
into Everett Station -- the start of a rapid transit line leading dir--
ectly to downtown Bcs ton. 
A limited number of Everett shoppers also patronize Chel-
sea stores . I believe this is less of a factor than it was years ago , 
because Chelsea has pretty much lost its appeal to out-of- town shop-
pers , and new shopping areas have matured in the favor of Everett shoppers . 
Accorriing to Joseph Sherman, advertising manager of the Everett 
Leader Herald and News Gaze:t.le , the weekly "shoppertt nev-rspaper in Everett , 
the city' s shopping area is hopelessly inadequate to meet the t s and 
desires of the local shopping public . It is therefore a continuing 
process that shoppers are forced to go elsewhere , and the gradual 
reduction in business forces continual reduction in the quality and 
variety of goods offered. The small size of the stores , sketchy 
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assortments, their locations scattered all over the city, and the ad-
vent of powerful competitors are given by Mr. Sherman as reasons for 
the poor standing of the merchants . "I think that in another 10 or 
15 years all retail businesses will be located on the highway," Mr. 
Sherman concluded. 
The advertising of Everett merchants generally is small and 
haphazard . Practically none of the independent stores have any form 
of advei~isin~ plan , nor a pre-determined budget . In common with 
small ret~ilers in cities everywhere , the merchants do not believe that 
advertising is an important part of their merchandising scheme, and 
therefore , they do not devote much time or money to it. The repre-
sentative of the local newspaper serves to remind the ~erch~ts of the 
need to advertise , and is given an ad occasionally witlout much fore-
thought or plans to merchandise it. The ads are generally small , 
prepared without proper care -- and unlikely to bring respectable 
results . 
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III. RETAIL STRENGTH OF THE TRI-CITY AREA. 
TRENDS IN RETAIL SALES 
Retail sales of over $100 million annually are accomplished 
by Chelsea, Revere and Everett stores combined - - a substantial basis 
of retail activity upon which a daily newspaper can propper. Unfor-
tunately, the rate of growth in retail sales here has not been as 
rapid as elsewhere. 
As we shall see later, it is a retail sales figure in line 
with other areas of similar population, which are now supporting sub-
st~tial daily newspapers . 
References to Exhibit 20 , page 76 , discloses that Revere 
leads Chelsea and Everett in the growth of retail sales . A whopping 
57 . 'J{o gain in sales (19.54 over 1948) by Revere is greater gain than 
the average gain by other Greater Boston cities and to~~.* Most of 
Revere ' s gain in sales can be attributed to new establishments re-
cently opened along the beach front and major traffic arteries . 
Revere is still weak in large stores ofthe department store or special-
ty store variety; most of the newly opened places are factory outlets 
and discount houses dealing in hard lines , toys and distress merchandise . 
Growth of retail sales in Chelsea and Everett has been moder-
ate , though not bad when considered in the light of a declining number 
of outlets . Chelsea, particularly, has far too many stores for its 
population, and the marginal ones are currently being forced out of 
the picture .. 
* )4, p. 8. 
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Averaging up the gains in sales of Chelsea +15. 1%, Revere 
+57. J% and Everett +15.4% we see a sales gain of 28. 9% for the tri-
city area. 'While this gain is substantially less than the 37 . 5% 
scored' by the entire Boston metropolitan area, it is still greater 
than the 24. 2% gain scored by the city of Boston. (See EKhibit 20 , 
page 76. ) 
Qnly Revere surpasses the total Boston metropolitan area 
in gain of sales per establishment . Revere ' s 43. 6% increase shows that 
the establishments there are successful and growing. By contrast 
Chelsea and Everett retail firms are largely stunted in their growth 
or have reached their maximum potential. (See Exhibit 20 , page 76. ) 
Sales per capita is an important concept which shows how 
well developed a retail area is to fill the needs of and to draw the 
patronage of the shopper. Sales per capita in the total Boston metro-
politan area is $1256, with Chelsea' s , Revere ' s and Everett ' s being 
$1 ,060 , $851 and $614 respectively. (See Exhibit 20 , page 76. ) This 
shows that much business -- except perhaps in Chelsea -- is going 
elsewhere , and that the shopping area is under-developed, and somewhat 
weak. (It must be remembered that Boston ' s per capita sales are not 
a fair yardstick for comparison, since Boston stores draw trade from 
much more than Boston residents -- they draw trade from all New England. ) 
Of course , sales per capita of any metropolis like Boston 
(which has $1 , 823) are always far greater than suburban or even isolated 
cities , due to the great drawing power of the big stores . If the out-
of-town business of a big city like Boston were cut off, the city it-
self could never support such an extensive shopping area .. 
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18. THE POPULATIO J AND RETAIL SALES OF THE 
CHELSEA-REVERE-EVERETT AREA ARE OF SUB-
STANTIAL SIZE. 
Population 
/ 
/ 
C)lelsea 
)7 , 000 
Revere-
39, .500 
Ev~~ 
46, 000 
Area population: 122, .500 
Chelsea 
$39 millio 
Total: Approximately 
$100 million 
Source: 34, p. 8. 
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Being located in close proximity to Boston' s gigantic retail 
area, the tri- city area loses the major part of its retail sales to 
out-of-town competitive stores . 
The tri-city' s retail sections have not been sufficiently 
developed to encourage local shopping. Most purchases by most resi-
dents are made in Boston, with substantial trade also going to 
other cities and suburban shopping ~enters . Up to 75.% of purchases 
by Chelsea shoppers are made in Boston; up to 45% of purchases by 
Revere and Everett shopper s are made in Boston.# 
Expecially "shopping goods" - - furniture , furs·~ dresses , 
suits , draperies , etc. -- and other infrequently purchased expensive 
goods are bought in Boston, for the most part. About 70% of shoppers 
make a shopping trip to Boston one or more times a month. (See 
Exhibit 19, page 75.) Only children ' s wearables and food are almost 
everywhere bought locally. 
Being patronized by only a fraction of local and out-of-
town residents , tri-ci ty retail stores have never grown to a size 
than can offer real competition to Boston stores . At their present 
volume, Chelsea, Revere and Everett stores cannot possibly offer as 
much as Boston stores in variety, depth of stock, services and price 
promotions . (See Sales Per Establishment column in Exhibit 20 for 
evidence that the total business done in the average Chelsea, Revere , 
Everett store is onw about half the yearly business of the average 
store in Boston.) 
I Based upon facts in "Downtown and Suburban Shopping Habits Study of 
Greater Boston," by Alevizos and Beckwith. 
19. FREQUENCY OF SHOPPING TRIPS TO BOSTON 
BY RESIDENTS OF TRI..CI TY ARFA 
Residents of City Freguengy of Shopping in Boston 
Chelsea 
Revere 
Everett 
QnEJ; a week Every two Once a Once a Month Every 2 
or more % weeks % Month % or more % months to 
once a year % 
23 
27 
18 
25 
19 
26 
22 
32 
19 
70 
78 
63 
Source: 1, P• 32. 
24 
17 
31 
20 • GROO'H OF RETAIL SALES IN TRI-ciTY AREA AS COMPARED TO CITY OF BOSTON Ar-11> BOSTON 
METROPOLITAN AREA. 
Sales per Establishment\ Sales Per 
19.54 !Per Cent Chg. Capita 
from ' 48 
I 
Chelsea l $39, 028 I +15. 1 518 -4. 3 $75, 34J. +20. 2 I $1 , 060 
Revere I 33,665 +57 . ) 425 +9.5 I 79,2J +43.6 I 851 Everett I 27, 668 +14.4 443 +).5 62,4 +4:0 .5 I 614 I City of 
Boston . 11J20 .824 +24.2 I 9,410 1 -1 . 2 : 140 .~ +25 I 1,823 
I 
Total Boston 
Metropolitan 
Area $3, 010, 092 +)7.5 J·24, 648 ; -1-4. ! • $122, 12j +31 . 2 I $1 , 256 
Source: )4, P• 8. 
.....;) 
"' • 
Shoppers • opinions about the Chelsea and Everett stores are 
available for analysis . Genera.lly, buyers point to the fact that they 
are not especially pleased with local shopping. 85 to 90% of those 
interviewed find Chelsea and Everett shopping pleasant and easy, and 
- ' ' 
77 to 80% are satisfied with the treatment they get b,y sales people . 
Considerable abjection is made to the handling of exchanges and adjust-
ments . More than 25% say you don •t get your money' s worth in Chelsea 
and Everett , and 55% to 67% feel that there certainly aren ' t any bar-
gains to be had. 
30% to 47% of the respondents stated that there wasn' t enough 
variety of goods to choose from locally, and about 30% of the respon-
dents could not get the sizes and colors they wanted. )4% of Chelsea 
shoppers felt that merchants of that city are not very reliable , and 
won ' t stand behind the goods they sell. In Everett , only 11% felt 
that way. 
68% of Chelsea shoppers disliked the delivery service of local 
stores , compared to just 12% of Everett shoppers voicing this opinion. 
For detailed ratings by shoppers of Chelsea and Everett see Exhibit 
:a , page 78. 
that 
Analysis of these survey results , in my opinion,pointi outs 
1.) The high standaro of merchandising and service of big 
stores in Boston is not found in Chelsea, Revere or 
Everett. 
2.) Shoppers value the better selection and services of 
the Boston stores . 
3·) Purchasers patronize the local stores primarily for 
convenience and out of force of habit . 
77· 
Shoppers 
in 
Chelsea 
Everett 
Revere 
21 . SHOPPERS' ' RATmGS OF TRI-CITY SHOPPING AREAS (IN PER CENT OF RESPONDENTS SATISFIED) 
Satisfied Handling of 
with treat- Exchanges & 
ment by adjustments 
sales 
people 
77% 
80% 
63%> 
86% 
Pleasant 
and easy 
to shop 
8 
90% 
Not Available 
You get 
your 
money' s 
worth 
72% 
741% 
Variety in Variety of 
marchand. merchand. 
you person- carried 
ally like plenty to 
choose from 
69% 61~ I 
6/.vfo 5'1% 
Price' Deliver.y Reliability 
appeal service stand be-
hind mer-
chandise 
45% 
33% 
32% 
88% 
66% 
89% 
Source: 1, PP• 46, 47. 
Having 
size & 
color 
wanted 
68% 
741& 
'""' (X) 
• 
4. ) A small amount of out- of-town retail business is 
attracted by stores in Chelsea and Revere. 
5.) It is unlike~ that the local stoz~s will ever grow 
to a point at which they can compete on equal footing 
with the big Boston stores . 
6. ) The very critical attitude of Chelsea shoppers towards 
their retailers indicates that stores here, particular-
ly, are not doing their best to please the customers. 
WERE TRI-ciTY RESIDENTS DO THEIR SHOPPING 
Reference to Exhibit 22 , page 80 discloses that on~ 68% 
of Chelsea people shop in Chelsea, only 67% of Everett people shop in 
Everett and a scant 29% of Revere people shop in their own city. Boston 
is the strongest competitive shopping area, drawing over 70% of the 
shoppers from the three cities . It is fair to draw the conclusion, 
from respondents ' answers , that people who shop both locally and in 
Boston make their major purchases in Boston. 
Shopping habits are changing very rapidl~· in suburban Boston. 
The past five years has seen the establishment of many new wayside 
shopping centers . Some contain branches of Boston stores; others are 
cominated by a new group of discount department stores including J . M. 
Fields ' and Zayre . While accurate statistics are not aviilable , there 
is little doubt that these new stores are doing very well , and that 
they draw trade away from Boston and local shopping areas. The extent 
of their inroads is not measured by Alevizos and Beckwith' s "Shopping 
Habits studyf' which was published in 19,54. The most popular new sub-
urban shopping centers are located in Medford, Lynn and Revere • 
.According to Exhibit 22 , Everett shoppers patronize Everett , 
Malden and Boston about equ~lly. I believe that the Medford shopping 
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City 
Chelsea 
Everett 
Revere 
22. SHOPPING PLACES OF PERSONS LIVING IN CHELSEA, 
REVERE AND EVERETT 
Where Shopping is Done 
Chelsea 
Malden 
Boston 
7 others 
Chelsea 
Everett 
Malden 
Medford 
Boston 
4 others 
Chelsea 
Lynn 
Malden 
Revere 
Boston 
4 others 
Per Cent of Shoppers 
Tx:ading Here 
68% 
5 
70 
15 
6 
67 
62 
6 
6) 
6 
20 
29 
11 
29 
78 
7 
Sourca 1, p. 48. 
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centers , built only minutes aw~ from the Everett city boundary, 
have drawn tremendously from Everett since this study was under-
taken, and that perhaps JO%to 40% of shoppers already trade there . 
The Revere shopping habits m~ not have changed much since 
the survey was made . The only w~side store that draws an amount of 
trade substantial enough to change these statistics is Turnstyle , 
located on the road to Lynn. As a result , the number of shoppers 
going to Lynn has increased some, probably at the expense of Boston. 
The gigantic North Shore Shopping Center in Peabody will 
change the retail picture even more. When all 70 stores are open in 
two years or so , the shopping center will be the largest in the East , 
and a fantastic magnet drawing shoppers from this entire area. For the 
Chelsea, Revere and Everett merchants it will mean extensive competi-
tion; for our newspaper it might mean immense new opportunity for ad-
vertising revenue. 
Perhaps the greatest weakness in having a single newspaper 
draw advertising from such a wide area is that it has no definite af-
filiation . It is responsible to all the cities and towns and it is 
not based in any one location. It will be difficult to take a firm 
stand on controversies involving several towns . And it will be equally 
difficult for the advertising department of the paper to treat all 
advertisers in each city equally and fairly. However large these 
difficulties may loom, I think they can be resolved by a capable , 
ambitious and conscientious staff. 
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SUMMING UP FACTS ABOUT RETAIL STRENGTH 
We have seen that Chelsea, Revere and Everett stores gross 
more than $100 million annually. We have also seen that up to half 
of the shopping by residents of the three cities is done elsewhere. 
The growing tendency is for shoppers to patronize shopping centers 
dominated by branches of Boston department stores or a new breed of 
discount department stores . 
For our purpose these facts are both hopeful and disquiet-
ing. Hopeful are the facts that 
1.) 
2.) 
3.) 
4.) 
Local shopping areas are doing very well for the most 
part . 
New competition to local shopping tends to come from 
nearby shopping centers , whose members advertise in 
suburban papers . 
Boston stores , who do not generally advertise in sub-
urban papers are ~osing patronage from the Tri-Cities . # 
The 70-store North Shore Shopping Center in Peabody, 
as yet not completed, will draw some trade from the 
three cities and can be depended upon for some adver-
tising revenue . 
Disquieting are the facts that 
1.) The rate of growth of local shopping areas is not as 
great as the average . 
2.) Shopping centers are giving intense canpeti an to local 
stores , and the trend toward suburban shopping is grow-
ing. 
3. ) Most suburban shopping areas are outside city limits 
of Chelsea, Revere and Everett, and therefore contribu~e 
nothing to its completeness as a shopping area, or its 
tax base. 
4.) Retail business is off country-vride , and intense com-
petition for available business may put some of the 
small , local merchants at a disadvantage. 
• 
# The growingtrendof suburban shopping is emphasized by a Federal Re-
serve Bank report of Sept., 1957, which shows that during the period 
Janua1:~ - August , 1957 Downtown Boston lost 1% in sales while Suburban 
Boston (composed of Cambridge, ~ and Quincy) gained 6% as compared 
to the corresponding months of 1956. 
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5.) There is no large, dominant department store in any 
of the three cities to serve as promotional leader 
for others to follow~ 
On the assumption that w·e can obtain advertising from most 
or all the local stores , a good part of the department stores in 
shopping centers and the various large food chains , we may have the 
backbone of our advertising revenue. 
IV. POTENTIAL ADVERTISING SUPPORT FOR THE NEW DAILY NEWSPAPER. 
THOROUGH RE9EARCH DOES NOT MAKE THE VENTURE ANY LESS RISKY 
"The right city at the right time with no competition is 
something that doesn ' t come along every day. Next time we might not 
be so lucky, " says Allan c. Butler, publisher of the Lebanon Valley , 
(N.H.) ~·* Mr. Butler' s nE*Tspaper, New En ·land' s most recently· 
established daily, enjoys phenomenal public acceptance and growth. 
Since ins founding in 1952, it has expanded its staff and mechanical 
facilities several times . The paper showed a profit within two years 
of its establishment. 
It is a difficult task to estimate whether any market has 
enough advertising available to support a daily newspaper of a 
pre-determined size and scope. That even the most exhaustive research 
is undependable is pointed up by the fact that even as this thesis 
is written, in February, 1958, a promoter launched The Greater Boston 
Shopper . This free-distribution news aper, reaching more than 350,000 
homes in all communities of Greater Boston, brought such financial 
loss to its promoter that it was discontinued with its first issue. 
I shall approach ~ evaluation of advertising for a Chelsea-
Everett-Revere publication from several angles in order to obtain as 
clear a viewpoint as possible. Both the local advertisers and tr.e 
regional advertisers are important and must be consul ted . Those pre-
sently advertising , and those who are not yet sold on promotion 
* 36, p . 32. 
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are important to our success . # The public utilities and the "national" 
advertisers must also come through in substantial numbers to assure 
success. 
CHELSEA.-P.EV1"'RE- EVEREI'T COMPARED TO CITIES OF SIMILAR SIZE 
We have already seen that both in population and retail sales 
the combination of our three cities compares well with other areas now 
supporting substantial daily newspapezs. Reference to Exhibit 23 , page 
86 will disclose substantiating facts . 
Exhibit 23 was evolved from the statistics on population, 
retail sales , circulation, yearly linage and rates of ten representa-
tive New England daily newspapers in cities of similar size. Each 
set of figures was then totalled and averaged. We have , therefore, 
a set of figures for a composite newspaper as a standard of comparison 
for our venture . 
Our newspaper must get within sight of the 10. 1 million lines 
of advertising of the composite in order to operate successfully and on 
the anticipated scale. Exhibit 24 on page 87 tells us that retail and 
national advertising in presently existing newspapers in the three 
cities tota~ed only one-half of this amount -- 5. 1 million lines . 
Annual gross revenue from advertising of our newspaper is 
expected to be nearly $1 million. However, advertising receipts of 
the presently existing newspapers is estimated to be less than one-
third of that amount . 
I "Advertising is a tool which must be fitted into an efficient mer-
chandising system. But, as there are few dealers in small cities who 
understand this fact , one of the first duties which the paper owes 
to merchants and consumers alike is to convert a reasonable number to 
a more progressive and far-sighted system of merchandising." 7, p. 43. 
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23. ANTICIPATED LINAGE AND ANNUAL REVENUE OF NEWSPAPER FOR TRI-CITY AREA BASED UPON 
COMPOSITE LINAGE AND ESTIMATED INCOME OF 10 MASSACHUSETTS AND CO~TICUT DAILY 
NEWSPAPERS JN lvrA.RKEI'S OF SIMELAR POPULATION 
Newspaper City and Retail Sales 
Retail Zone (2) 
Population ( 1) 
Ci rculation Total Avg . ( 4) Estimated Annual 
of Paper (1) Linage, Local Gross Revenue from 
1956 (3) Rate Advertising 
_ per li. 
Fall River, Mass . Herald-News 1)0,486 $137 , 000 ,000 39, 811 13,380 ,047 $ . 120 $1 ,605,605 
Fitchburg, Mass . Sentinel 166, 230 65,500 , 000 15, 703 8 , 794, ~96 . 070 615,649 
Haverhill , Mass . Gazette 110,488 55, 500, 000 19,039 7,009, 093 . 093 651 , 845 
Pittsfield, Mass . Berkshire Eagle 91 , 062 81 , 500, 000 27 ,844 11, 949,588 . 117 l,398,101 
Sale~ Mass . News 163, 799 76,500, 000 23,865 8,654,058 . 103 891 , 367 
New Britain, Conn. Herald 156, )48 97 ,000 ,000 27 ,830 11 ,686, 256 . 124 1,449,095 
New London, Conn. ~ 99,392 62 ,500, 000 24, 020 10 , 305,438 . 090 927 ,489 
Norwalk, Conn. ~ 91 , 797 71 , 000 ,000 16,389 9, 244,480 . 080 739,558 
Stamford , Conn. Advocate _ 1)4, 896 117, 500, 000 24, 055 12,480, 972 .100 1, 248,097 
Torrington, Conn. Register 92 , 892 43,iQO, OOO 10, 280 7157414o6 .050 )78,720 
TOTALS 1, 257,390 $807 , 500 ,000 
THE COl'.!POSITE NEWSPAPER 
Average Population 
Average Retail Sales 
125,739 
$80 ,750,000 
Average Ctrculation 22,884 
Average Linage 10, 107, 933 
Average Local Rate (li. ) $ .095 
Average Annual Revenue 
from Advertising $ 990 ,553 
228,836 101 , 079, 334 $ . 947 $9, 905, 526 
SOURCES: 
(1) Newspaper Rates and Data, Feb. 15, 1956 
(2) Editor & Publisher Market Guide (1956) 
Estimate for 1955 
(~) Editor & Publisher, March 16, 1957 
(4) Direct Correspondence with Publishers 
co 
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City 
Chelsea 
Revere 
Everett 
24. LINAGE AND ESTIMATED REVENUE FROH ADVERTISING OF NEWSPAPERS NCM IN TRI-CITY AREA (1956) 
Nel-1Spaper Circulation 
Record 5, .500 
(daily) 
Journal 8,000 
(weeklY) 
Leader-Herald 10,000 
(weekly) 
Total Average Estimated ~ual 
Linage Local Rate Gross Revenue 
1956 from Advertising 
2,830 ,744 $ .050 
1,467,648 . 064 
819 ,000 .075 
5,117,392 
(Total linage carried by 
newspapers in the three 
city area.) -
$141 , 537 
93,929 
61 ,425 
$296,891 
(Total advertising income of all 
papers in the area.) 
Source: Approximations by publishers 
.!;§ 
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This small expenditure for advertising may indicate that : 
1. There are not enough sizeable stores in the area to 
account for a substantial amount of advertising.# 
2. Many retailers are using other media • 
.3 . stores located on highways between cities find that 
the cost of using several newspapers is prohibitive. 
4. Chain stores depend upon Boston metropolitan news-
papers f or coverage for all their units • 
.5. The stores do not believe in advertising. 
6. National advertisers have made use of existing news-
papers only to a limited extent . 
RETAIL ADVERTISING IS THE BACKBONE 
Exhibit 2.5 , page '89 indicates that more than two-thirds of 
all advertising revenue must come from local retail advertising. It 
is this classification that must be primarily capable of supporting 
the new daily paper. National advertising and classified advertising 
together account for a l ittle less than one- third of income from 
advertising. 
Having established the fact that our revenue from adver-
tising is to be $990 , .500 (see exhibit 2.3, page 86) and using the per-
centages given in exhibit 2.5 , we determine that our gross revenue 
from various classifications of advertising are as follows : 
National Advertising 
Cl assified Advertising 
Loca~ Advertising 
$184, 89.3 
120, 180 
682 , 785 
(Approximated) Total $990, .500 
from all classes of Advertising 
(Additional income of $.3.30 , 167 from circtuation brings total gross 
income of the newspaper to $1 , .320 , 667 . Circulation accounts for 2.5. 2% 
of newspaper income . ) 
#'~ almost any sizeable city 7.5 per cent or more of the retail dis-
play advertising comes from not more than a score of local advertisers . " 
11 , p. 1.52. 
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25. SOURCES OF NENISPAPER INCOME 
Circulation 
Advertising 
National Advertising 
Classified Advertising 
Local Advertising 
(Approximated) Total 100. 00% 
Source: 5, p. 28. 
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The type of advertising called retail advertising , which 
must account for nearly $683thousand annually, actually consists of 
many and varied classifications . The only thing that differentiates 
retail from classified and national advertising is that 1. ) it is 
displ~ed throughout the paper, and 2.) it is placed by local cus-
tomers at local rates , usually without benefit of an advertising 
agency. Sollle newspapers prefer to call retail advertising "local 
advertising" because it includes so many fields other than retailers . 
SMALL, WEAK STORES PREDOMmATE 
On the basis of the stores presently in prominence in the 
area, it would hardly seem possible to obtain nearly $683, 000 in 
retail advertising yearly. The absence of large, locally based 
department and specialty stores is the reason for this . In the aver-
age case , department stores account for one-third of all retail news-
paper advertising (see exhibit 26 , page 91 ) and this is a serious 
deficiency in our proposed market . 
Department store advertising is needed for another reason 
than for its revenue . Ads of department stores are important reading 
matter for Komen readers . They inform the ladies about the latest 
fashions , their price levels and availability. "Advertising of the 
leading department stores attracts more women readers on the average 
day than the best news stoms dealing with national and international 
events ."* The absence of department store advertising in our news-
paper will therefore be a serious drawback to our circulation potential. 
* 3, p. 118. 
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26. lllPORTANT SOURCES OF RETA.n. ADVERTISING R.Ei/ENUE 
In 128 Comparative Cities 
First Six Months of 1957 
Source of .Advertising 
Amusements 
Clothing Stores 
Depa~wnent Stores 
Drug Stores 
Furniture and Household 
Grocers 
Jewelers 
All other Retail 
% of Advertising 
5. 1 
9. 9 
.3.3 .1 
2.4 
10. 5 
12. 5 
2. 1 
24.4 
100. 0 % 
Source: 29a, p. 1.3. 
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Food stores account for more than 12% of a newspaper's 
retail advertising. Within the three-city area there are no indepen-
dent food outlets large enough to do a substantial amount of adver-
tising in our paper. They presently use , and can afford to use , 
their local paper, but are not too likely to see returns on a heavier 
investment in advertising through our medium. Virtually none of the 
independent markets is strategically enough located to draw from 
beyond its owa locality. 
The possibility of getting substantial advertising from 
chain stores is very good. According to Marshall Duane, advertising 
director of First National Stores , "If we can see coverage we are 
not now getting, or coverage at lower cost , we certainly will use 
your paper. Of course , we will eliminate the other three papers in 
that area that are now carrying our ads." The A & P and Stop & 
Shop chains may be expected to take a similar viewpoint. These 
three chains alone are not likely to result in the food linage 
needed to run our paper, however. 
The catego~f of clothang stores accounts for nearly 10% 
of newspapers ' local advertising revenue . In our case, we will have 
great difficulty reaching this percentage. No store in the entire 
area is outstanding and draws from a widespread clientele. No store 
is especially fashion or promotion conscious . No store is expanding 
to any extent and can make effective use of a better advertising 
medium. 
Exhibit 27, page 93, lists a f~a of the other types of 
retailers who use newspaper advertising. The area is lacking stores 
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27 • CL.\SSES OF CUSTONERS FO REI'AIL ADVERTISING 
Amusem nt 
.;.utomoti ve 
Book Stores 
Building Supplies 
Clothiers 
De artrnent Stores 
Dru. Stores 
Financial Institutions 
Fu_~iture Stores 
Grocers 
Jewelers 
Stationers 
Source: 13, P• 45. 
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of sufficient size and appeal to be good prospects for advertising 
in most of these lines . What Chelsea, Revere and Everett have is 
a great number of stores but not many are sizeable enough to be 
dependable clients for our newspaper. 
ADVERTISERS CAN BE DEVELOPED 
Some retailers are using other media, principally door-
to-door flyers and direct-mail pieces . The reasons are illustrated 
by this statement of Harvey Bloomberg, president of Bloomberg Bros. 
Furniture Co., Chelsea: 
"The reason why we invest so heavily in direct mail is 
our inability to get results from the Chelsea and Revere 
papers . In Lowell , where our rate is less than the com-
bination of our Chelsea and Revere rates , our branch 
spends $1 , 000 and more per month , and it pays I If you 
give us the proper medium, we will certainly give it 
business . " 
Perhaps a dozen other merchants of some size and promotional out-
look might similarly be encouraged to try the new medium. 
Larger firms , including chain stores , provide great en-
couragement for this venture. Regional department store chains, 
such as J. M. Fields Stores , Gorin Stores and Sears Roebuck can 
draw from the entire area and benefit from the much more reasonable 
cost per reader.# (The cost per reader of the tri-city paper is 
expected to be less than one-half that of the Chelsea Record , for 
instance.) 
# Cost per reader is one of the methods of evaluating an advertising 
medium. The cost per inch per reader of the Chelsea Record, for in-
stance, is . 00014 (found by dividing the average rate of 75 cents by 
the circulation of 5, )00.) The cost per inch per reader of the tri-
city newspaper is a more reasonable . 000061 cents per inch (found 
by dividing the average rate of $1 . 40 by the average circulation of 
2) , 000.) 
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According to George Rawlinson , advertising director of 
Gorin Stores , Inc . with stores in Chelsea and Everett: 
"We would certainly like blanket coverage for such a 
substantial portion of our trade area, we would gain 
much in its greater impact and reduced rate." 
If this statement is representative of the opinions of 
management of other prominent stores, our greatest potential may lie 
in fields not covered by the existing three nevrspapers . There is a 
real possibility that the tri-city newspaper will develop a clientele 
distinctly its own , without taking m~ay much from existing newspapers . 
It is possible to name a number of businesses where adver-
tising could be developed. Through heavy solicitation over a period 
of time the advertising department will certainly meet vTith some 
success in this direction. It is unfortunate , however, that the of-
ficials of chain stores , shopping centers and others not now using 
any local papers will not commit themselves to an unseen product . 
Even after approval of a medium (which often takes a year) a large 
retailer will never contract with it for more than a year at a time. 
A handful of advertisers in and around Chelsea, Revere and 
Everett have turned to one or another of the Boston newspapers for 
advertising. These firms draw from a large surrounding area, and 
have achieved greater success through advertising in a metropolitan 
daily than through use of several local media. Such advertisers 
would be ideal prospects for our paper. 
Here our newspaper competes against the Boston dailies , 
primarily the Record-American, which predominates in this area . I 
believe that we can successfully compete against ~ and all Boston 
papers for this regional business . We can outsell th we can out-
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service them, vJe can out-price them and I think we can draw in more 
trade per dollar expended. 
Unfortunately, the number of such potential customers is 
small , and the volume of advertising potentially available from them 
is not significant . 
The smaller merchants , who are the majority, do not invest 
heavily in advertising because they simply don ' t believe in its im-
portance and it has not become part of their "scheme of things . " If 
they can be converted into advertisers and convinced to spend a 
reasonable percentage of their yearly sales on advertising, then our 
venture might be on firm ground. This , however, is a long drawn-out, 
expensive and undependable investment . It is best not to depend upon 
such "marginal" business . 
POTENTIALLY THERE IS SUFFICIENT VOLUME -- PRACTICALLY, THERE IS NOT 
A method of determining the ultimate potential retail ad-
vertising available in Chelsea, Revere and Everett is to gauge it by 
retail sales . If the average percentage expended by retailers is 
1. 5%, then our market (with $100 million retail sales) can ~ld $11-
million in retail advertising. Since approximately one-third million 
is spent with the existing local papers, about $1 1/6 millions re-
mains for our paper and other competitive media without encroaching 
upon the existing papers . This potential is more than ample , be-
cause ~ we have seen, only $682 ,785 in retail volume need come to 
us to operate on a profitable level. 
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Judging by the foregoing analysis of our customers , it 
wo\ud hardly seem possible to achieve anywhere near this amount of 
retail advertising, however. Even after the early· years , which are 
expected to be lean, it seems doubtful that enough small advertisers 
can be brought to the foldto achieve the needed retail volune . 
It is nearly impossible to predict with accuracy the volume 
of business of our classified and national advertising sections . It 
is possible only to make some generalizations from the write~s own 
experience: 
1. If our nevrspaper has a substantial readership, the 
classified page will be popular. 
2. Since our paper serves an important market , and since 
the cost per reader is reasonabl e , national adver-
tisers will in time want to use our medium. 
3· It is possible to promote classified and national 
advertising. Even so , to build up these classifica-
tions will take longer than retail because of lack of 
personal every-day contact with the customer. 
4. With active promotion, our volume in classified and 
national should in time surpass expectations , because 
many newspapers don't Ell.pend much effort to sell these 
types of advertising. 
I am confident that in time and with ample effort expended 
our classified and national advertising volume will meet the goals set . 
HOW COMPETITORS WILL REACT 
A newspaper covering the three cities daily certainly re-
moves the need for the independent newspapers now serving those com-
muni ties . In due ti.me , advertisers and readers will discontinue 
their business relationship with the smaller papers and commence doing 
business with ours . 
9?. 
H~w long this process will take is difficult to determine. 
Advertisers m~ accept the new mediun readily because they recognize 
an opportunity. However, most advertisers will continue to place 
some advertising in their established home-town paper because of 
l o.yalty to the owner and force of habit . Many will keep on adver-
tising because they aren ' t certain whether the new paper will stay 
in business , and they invest in future fair treatment by the local 
publisher. others will be held by contractual commitmentc. 
The publishers of the Chels a Record , the Revere Journal 
and the Everett Leader-Herald can be expected to put up a healthy 
scrap to protect their livelihood. At the minimum, this competition 
-vrill take the fonn of renewed selling efforts . At vTOrst , it will take 
the form of competition on rates and free "merchandising services . " 
It is very easy to predict that the Chelsea, Revere and 
Everett publishers will b~ drawn into some mutually co-operative 
action to meet our competition. Quite logically, they might decide 
to challenge our exclusiveness by offering to advertisers a combina--
tion of all three papers at a rate approxiro2ting ours . This would 
be fierce competition, and the pub~shers could accomplish it physical-
ly and financially . 
Another possibility, more remote however, is that the Revere 
Journal would go to daily publication. Publisher Sidney Curtis has 
this in mind for the future. he says , and he can step up the plans 
I 
competition forces him to do so. 
Of course , the Chelsea Record is already equipped for daily 
publication and could, conceivably, expand its scope and facilities 
to offer us competition. The possibility of this happenin is even 
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more remote than the possibility of Revere going daily, in my opinion, 
because of the attitude of publisher Hancock, the insufficiency of 
the Record ' s printing facilities for a larger paper, and the very 
substantial business that the Chelsea Record already enjoys . 
Whatever form it takes , fierce competition may be expected 
from existing media. With new and growing accounts we can certainly 
beat out our competito~s . With a multitude of small merchants who 
advertise principally f or sentiment ' s sake, we will have quite a 
job to work our way close to their hearts . 
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V. CIRCULATION REVENUE OF THE NN:ISPAPER; 
PROMOTING AND MAINTAINING CIRCULATION 
lf.ANNER OF OBTAINING READERSHIP 
"Circulation is the life blood of the newspaper. In its 
-v1a:y circulation is an index not only of the influence of a newspaper, 
but it is perhaps the most important one ••• there has been not only 
a new recognition of circulation as a vital element in newspaper 
publishing, but more especially, the quality of circulation has been 
stressed as against mete bulk circulation."* 
On the nationwide level , there have been great increases in 
subscribers to newspapers . (See Figure 28 , page 101.) However, there 
is some doubt whether the quality of circulation of newspapers is as 
high as it has been in years past . As indicated earlier, a changed 
way of life and new forms of leisure time diversion have cut into 
the time that readers spend with their newspapers . 
Ideally, our product should have such reader appeal that 
persons not only wish to buy the paper, but that they are especially 
eager to read every page of the issue. With such an enthusiastic 
following the paper cannot fail to become a financial success . 
It is the duty of the circulation department to provide 
distribution for the newspaper. This includes the physical work of 
counting, sh~pping and receiving p~ent for papers . It also includes 
the challenging work of promoting new outlets , getting better exposure 
on newsstanC:.s and convincing readers to have their paper horae delivered 
regulc.rly • 
* 11 , P• .3.3 . 
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28. GRCMTH IN CIRCULATION OF NE'ftlSPAPERS IN U. S. A. 
6o ,ooo ,ooo -------------------------
55 , 000 , 000 _____________________ ..,.. .... / __ 
____ :::::> 
;>/: 
50 , 000 , 000 ________ """"'c:::::= ________________ _ ;z 
Source: American Association of 
Newspaper Representatives 
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Even when a newspaper has much of interest to offer, it is 
hard for a potential reader to know of this unless he sees a few 
copies of the paper. Once be is convinced the paper contains the 
things he wants , the habit of getting the paper must be instilled 
in him and constant~ reinforced. 
Circulation is an important factor to the publisher' s 
success in many ways: 
1. Financial: About one dollar in four of newspapers' 
income comes from circulation. * 
2. Reader Interest: The more people who read a news-
paper, the greater its role in forrr.ulating public 
opinion. A newspaper that bas public acceptance and 
is considered an authority is in a strong position. 
). Advertising Response: Advertisers who get response 
from a newspaper need not be coaxed to continue ad-
vertising. The more thoroughly read a newspaper is , 
the greater the likelihood of substantial returns 
for the advertisers . 
4. Advertising Revenue: Advertisers will pa:y a much 
higher rate in a larger circulation newspaper than 
a smaller one . 
LEVEL OF CIRCULATION SATURATION 
The degree to which circulation of a newspaper will satur-
ate its market varies greatly. It is obvious that a strong, well-
edited newspaper without competition in a remote , isolated community 
will be read by just about everyone. It is equally obvious that our 
Chelsea-Revere-Everett paper cannot hope to achieve such a degree of 
saturation circulation because of a great amount of competition. 
It has been said that there are six major factors that 
determine the amount of potential circulation. They are 
1. Economic -- must have an adequate market -- sizeable 
and economically able . 
* 7, P• 2)7. 
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2. Social -- standards of literacy, education, politics , 
religion and cultural advantages . 
3. Geographical -- the more dense the population, the 
better the market; the sparser the population, the 
less promising the market. 
4. Policy -- editorial tone, policies as to news, typo-
graphic makeup and interest and activity in public 
service. 
,5. M~echanical - - me·chanical improvements such as in-
creased number of pages , color, use of pictures and 
faster delivery build circulation. 
6. Promotion -- the effort that has been applied to 
build circulation. * 
In the Chelsea-Revere-Everett market a good deal of pro-
motional effort must be applied to achieve a satisfactory circula-
tion. An unusually large and able circulation department will be 
necessary. This department of four men will be headed by a circula-
tion manager. The manager of newsstand sales , the manager of home 
delivered sales and the mail room superintendent will be responsible 
to the circulation manager. This four-man staff will have the ass is-
tance of the skill personnel of the various distributors , too . 
"While there is no definite standard for newspaper circula-
tion, a newspaper which has one subscriber for every five persons in 
what is considered the immediate trade basin of the newspaper may be 
I 
regarded as taking advantage of its circulation possibilities . "** 
With a total population in the area of 122,400, a circulation of 24, .500 
may be considered optimum. 
Being realistic , I do not ~ect to reach such a circulation 
figure; it is too expensive to get saturation coverage.# An ultimate 
# Succeeding degrees of circulation are more expensive to achieve, as 
follows : 
1. Half of potential will subscribe readily. 
2. The next 2.5% it costs .50% to 7.5% of subscription price 
to 1-100 them. 
3. Final 2.5% is very difficult to get. May ta.l<:e 20~"b to 
300% of subscription price, but is sometimes '-1orth it 
to achieve saturation. 7, P• 194. 
* 11 , PP• 43-44. 
** 12, P• 9.5. 
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goal of approximately 20 , 000 circulation would be satisfactory. 
"The price per copy should be fixed to bring what the 
product is reasonably worth, and to cover a definite part of the 
expense of producing the newspaper, including the cost of operating 
the circulation department . "* 
The price per copy of our paper must be set at seven cents 
for several reasons: 
1. Five cents per cop~ is too low, although the Boston 
evening newspapers are still at this level. 
2. The tendency of newspapers in this area is to adopt 
a price of seven cents . 
3. Ten cents is too vast a jump from the accustomed 
price of five cents . # 
Our schedule of wholesale p~lces to dealers and newsboys 
must be in line with practice established by the Boston morning 
news apers . In following this pattern, we are sure to allow a 
fair return to dealers and keep confusion at a minimum. 
CIRCULA.TION REVENUE 
The net return to us of every paper sold is five cents . 
The distributor sells it to a store at 5.8 cents or to a newsboy 
at 5.75 cents . The consumer pays seven cents at the newsstand or 
eight cents home delivered (according to Robie E. Poole , general 
manager of the Everett Newspaper Delive~J Co.) Our 20 ,000 news-
papers daily will net us , therefore , $1000 per day. On a yearly 
# "A ten cents per copy price would be suicidal , " says Robie E. 
Poole , general manager of the Everett Newspaper Delivery Co. 
* 11 , p . 39. 
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basis circulation income is anticipated to be $252 ,000 .# (This is 
in line with the previous statement that about one dollar out of 
L~ pprvN;I .tel '1_ 
four of our · $1 million total revenue was expected to come from 
circulation.) 
In order to obtain distribution in the area, it is ad-
visable to engage the wholesale outlets presently distributing the 
Boston papers . They are familiar with all retail outlets and news-
boys and they have the machinery, manpower, experience and capital 
needed to assure successful distribution. 
According to Robie E. Poole , general manager of the 
Everett Newspaper Delivery Co., none of the distributors is likely 
to do any promotional work on behalf of "Our paper. In fairness to 
all the papers they handle none receives preference in any wqy. 
And, the paper must sell in reasonable quantities by newsstand ex-
posure and requests of newsboys , or the distributors will cease to 
car~J it. (Lack of sales after cessation of the newspaper strike in 
the fall of 1957 caused out-of-t01tm distributors to stop handling 
the Malden Evening News .) 
On the other hand, Mr. Poole feels that each of the four 
distributors that cover Chelsea , Revere and Everett will be willing 
to carry the paper and give it a fair trial. From row own experience, 
I suspect there might be one exception. The problem of establishing 
our own distributorship might occur in Chelsea, where the City News 
Co. owns a share of the local daily, the Chelsea Record. Inasmuch 
as our paper will compete directly with The Record , the possibility 
# Based on five publishing days per week, less eight non-publishing 
holidays . 
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of a boycott is real. (nu_~g the 1957 newspaper strike City News 
Co. refused to handle The Malden News when management of The Record 
protested. ) 
Like everyone seeking to introduce a new product in the 
face of heavy competition, we must create an active demand for our 
newspaper. Every means of advertising, promotion and sal esmanship 
must be employed to assure a substantial and permanent demand for 
our paper. Feeling a demand for our paper, distributors and retail 
outlets will be pleased to handle it. 
FO~m OF CIRCULATION PROMOTION 
Any form of circulation promotion must produce quantity and 
quality readers who will continue to subscribe . These criteria 
may be applied to any circulation promotion that is contemplated' 
1. It must be effective. 
2 . It must not be too complicated. 
) . It must be reasonably economical . 
4. It must produce quality circulation. * 
It is impossible here to go into the details of the means 
of promotion available to us . I can only suggest a few of the methods 
without elaboration on their employment . 
Home delivered circulation is preferable to newsstand cir-
culation, according to Mr. Poole. To stimulate home delivery orders 
Mr. Poole suggests sampling of a few streets or sections for a week 
or more followed by telephone solicitations . 
"Under average conditions where the publisher seeks to sat-
urate the community with circulation probably his best reliance is on 
solicitors . "** Personal calls are undeniably the most effective 
* 11 , p. 79. 
** 7, p. 209. 
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means of circulation promotion, but also the most costly. Often the 
,,.. ~ {\2 tJ>..,;;. ...... 
expense of soliciting a customer consumes~the revenue from an entire 
year' s subscription. 
PreMiums are a popular form of incentive to new subscribers . 
It is often the most effective means , though not entirely without 
risk. ''Readers bribed by premiums to take a paper are of compara-
tively little value to advertisers . As in the case of free papers , 
there is no evidence of interest on the part of readers . ~* 
Incentives to carriers may be offered for newspaper 
"starts . " Contests , merchandise promotions of various types , photo 
contests and many other methods are popular in circulation building. 
They are simpler, less expensive methods but generally less effective 
than various forms of direct solicitation. 
Editorial promotions of various types must be utilized 
by the wide- awake newspaper m alert the potential reader to the 
features of interest in the newspaper. Provocative advance notices 
may be published about articles to appear in future issues . Regular 
features , the background to a story, and other facts may be similarly 
promoted through the news columns . In some cases an interest-arousing 
page one headline calls attention to a special article on an inside 
page . This promotion device stimulates sales of that partictil.ar 
issue at the newsstand. 
The newspaper must also be promoted by means of other 
advertising media. Billboards , radio , trade papers , house organs , 
tzansit- ads , posters and novelty techniques may be employed to tell 
* 7, P• 201 . 
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the prospective reader about his new home- town paper and its 
assets . Promotion expense will be quite high during the first year 
or two , but it is essential in building up a substantial circulation 
through an interested readership. 
Jll promotion attempts to build within a person a desire 
and need for our paper. Once this want has been aroused, the reader 
will purchase the paper regularly until such time as he may lose 
interest . 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
Any market research study must come to a conclusion. The 
finding is either encouraging or discouraging for the proposed ven-
ture . If the study has been soundly conducted and the conclusion 
is favorable there is a good chance that the venture will succeed. 
If a negative conclusion is reached , it could mean either of two 
things . It could mean that the venture on the proposed scale is not 
likely to work. It could also mea~ that any conceivable scheme is 
doomed regardless of the anticipated scale. 
In the case of this Chelsea-Revere-Everett newspaper venture , 
the author concludes that the newspaper, as envisioned, would not be 
successful. A variety of facts leading to this conclusion have 
been examined in this study, and are summarized here . 
The mere fact that this study turned out in the negative 
is sufficient testimonial for the value of a thorough market re-
search study. If only obvious and superficial judgments had been 
used in this instance (as they are so often by business men) it 
surely would have been concluded that this venture holds some 
promise. 
First and foremost detriment to our newspaper is the near-
ness of the area under consideration to Boston. The l ocation within 
the shadows of Boston is unfortunate , because as a result the cities 
under consideration have relatively little to offer; hence are scarce-
l y more than bedroom communities . 
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Due to the predominance of Boston in the social and civic 
life of the citizens , home- town spirit is lacking. This deters from 
the enthusiasm which might be generated elsewhere for a local paper. 
The cities of Chelsea and Everett are losing population, 
and Revere is gaining only slightly. With civic pride lacking, there 
is accelerating out-migration and dec~. There is nothing to indicate 
that our paper can depend upon grmdng cities to foster its growth. 
The residents of eadh of the three cities are either 
average or slightly lower-than-average in spendable income. This 
limits the potential for the retail stores of each of the cities , 
which, in turn , limits the advertising support our ne"rspaper can 
get. 
The absence of even a single large, predominant independent 
department store is the prime.ry weakness of the Chelsea-Revere-
Everett shopping area. The numerous small but promotionally weak 
stores do not seem to be able to support our newspaper venture . # 
The limited ability of the many small , independent stores is empha-
sized by the smaller gains in sales per establishment reported for 
these cities than elsewhere in Greater Boston, and the relatively 
lesser gains in total sales volume of all stores . 
As it appears from extensive research, the retailers 
are not especially promotion minded , and are not likely to be de-
veloped to become so. The principal exceptions are the discount 
department stores serving the area. 
# The average store in Chelsea-Revere-Everett does only one-half the 
volume of the average store in Boston. 
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vJhile the Chelsea-Revere-Everett area does not hold much 
promise for our proposed. nevTSpaper, certain generalizations may be 
concluded from this study as standards by which any area may be evalu-
ated by would-be publishers. 
Such factors as population, per ca.pita vTealth, types of 
housing and shopping habits are important in the evaluation of a 
market . These statistics a.re gathered, analyzed and compared to 
other communities to get a clear picture of its potential for the 
newspaper. 
No hard and fast rules can be formulated to show the amount 
and combination of these qualities needed for success. The situation 
v~ries greatly from market to market , depending upon the particular 
combination of assets in each. For example , some newspapers flour-
ish in a tow~ of 12, 000 persons while others just barely exist in 
a city of 500,000. 
A few factors which contribute to the potential market 
for a newspaper are enumerated here in order approximating their 
importance: 
1. Large population in city or circulation area; 
2. Adequate local shopping facilities; 
3. Remoteness from larger metropolitan area ; 
4. Large enough stores to meet shoppers ' needs; 
) . Sound merchandising policies in stores; 
6. Not much competition for advertising and readership; 
7. Substantial income and wealth level; 
8 . Competitive out-of-to~~ shopping facilities that are 
not overwhelmingly better; 
9. Good future growth potential of city and circulation 
area; 
10. Plentiful social, church and community activities ; 
11. Interest in local politics; 
12. Enthusiasm over local sporting events; 
13. An average or better educational level; 
14. Majority owning single-family homes . 
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The retail development of any community has a direct 
rel.:;.tionship to its ability or inability to support a newspaper. 
Large departoent stores and specialty shops with a strong follow-
ing are almost indispensable for a voltune of advertising. An abun-
dance of chain and independent stores conscious of modern merchan-
dising methods are essential to give the shopper the variety· and 
competition expected in a wide-awake shopping area and therefore con-
tribute to the retail strength of the community. This type of re-
tailer is , unfortunately, scarcely to be found in Chelsea, Revere 
and Everett. 
Civic pride is ru1other essential ingredient in an ideal 
market. Pride in his home town makes a. person want to read the 
local paper. Good home town spirit fosters a close personal rela-
tionship between the retailers and the publ ic, creating an ideal 
climate for retail business . Unfortunately little civic pride is 
to be found among residents of the tri-city area. Strong civic 
· pride is most often found in cities or towns to some extent remote 
from large, dominating cities . Townsmen in such places generally 
are content with what the to~in offers , and work harmoniously for 
the community welfare . 
When a city or town is princip~ly a suburban "bedroom" 
for a larger central city, the residents tend to identify themselves 
more with the l arger city than vrith the place in which they actually 
live . It therefore follows that they will also want to read the 
metropolitan daily newspaper . The local paper, if it is read at all , 
is princi pally a secondary medium, important only as a source for 
local news not available in the metropolitan newspaper. ~s such, 
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the local paper does not have sufficient exclusive coverage to war-
rant much local and national advertising.# Advertisers seek thor-
ough coverage of tte market and influence with the readers, and a 
suburban newspaper weak in acceptance offers neither . Unfortunately, 
the Chelsea-Revere-Everett area has most of the discouraging features 
of a 11bedroom" community. 
In concludine that the proposed newspaper venture is not 
likely to meet with success, the author does not mean to imply 
that it is impossible for a newspaper to successfully and profit-
ably serve the tri-city area. It is only concluded that the news-
paper as envisioned in this study cannot successfully operate . 
Possibly a newspaper produced at minimum cost -- such as 
the Middletown (New York) Record might succeed. Or, possibly ex-
pansion of one of the existing newspapers could eventually result 
in a consolidated medium wit~ a fair chance of success . 
Looking at the Chelsea-Revere-Everett area objectively, 
the author would not consider this a particularly worthwhile place 
to invest his capital in the newspaper business . He would rather 
start out 10 a more remote , growing city{~th a modest investment~ 
Even in the face of competition, such a locale might offer a better 
chance of success . Cities like Middletown, New York exist in nearly 
every state in the union. 
I In a study of 200 newspapers of similar size by William G. Ebersole , 
Advertising Director of the Gainesville , Fla. Daily Sun and a can-
didate for a Master ' s Degree at the University of Florida , the con-
clusion was drawn that isolation of1he market and absence of pri-
mary newspaper competition are the two biggest factors determining 
a newspaper ' s degree of acceptance for1~ational advertising. 
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* * * 
"Nev1spapers have lacked aggressiveness as compared to other 
media. It has been a business of old men and sinecures a secure 
business that tends to make its executives lazy and set in their 
ways ," David Williams , Media Director of Harold Cabot & Company 
Advertising Agenc;)il told the author during an interview. The author 
concurred t hat this was largely true . But , he argued, a young pro-
gressive crop of executives is gradually taking over, bringing a 
fresh outlook to staid old newspapers . Mr. Williams agreed and 
stated his conviction that this new and active management may be 
the salvation of newspapers . 
The author hopes that this study may give inspiration to 
young, aggressive businessmen to advance the newspaper industry. 
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APPENDIX 
PHOTCGRAPHIC COMPOSITION \'liTH THE FOTOSETTER AND PHOTON 
Photographic composition is so far beyond the experi-
mental stage that it has found widespread acceptance in many br~nches 
of the printing industry. Composition shops , salesbook and label 
printers and offset printers are enthusiastic about the speed, qual-
ity and efficiency of the photographic typesetting process . 
The experience of newspapers with the Photon and Foto-
setter has been more limited, but is now expanding at a rapid 
rate . Since I believe that "cold type" (so called because the type 
created is not of hot molten lead but of cold film) is the process 
of the future , I am including further details about it in this 
appendix. 
The basic differences between the conventioral process 
and "cold type" are two: The keyboard of a Linotype or Intertype 
type casting machine is big and complex. The Photon and Fotosetter 
use the keyboard of a standard electric typewriter. Second difference 
is the end product . The "hot" machine casts individual lines of 
type. The Photon and Fotosetter, on the other hand , actually sets 
no type . It simply reproduces on film the copy typed in by the 
operator. 
The Photon and Fotosetter are considerably different in 
mechanical features . Principal difference is the way in which the 
characters to be reproduced are brought before the ccmera. Inside 
the Photon is a whirling disc with characters set in the rim. Every 
time a character is punched on the typesetter keyboard a beam of 
11.5. 
light shoots out at just the right instant , catches the proper 
character as it whirls by, and projects it onto a moving roll of 
film. In the Fotosetter the charc;cters are mounted in brass mat-
rices similar to those of a Linotype. The camera takes the image 
from the matrix, and the matrix is automatically re-distributed to 
its proper box in the matrix case (called a "magazine") at the top 
of the machine . 
On the hot metal machine different matrices are needed 
whenever a different type or style is to be used. Photon, the more 
flexible of the "cold type" machines , eliminates time lost through 
changing "magazines .. " Its glass wheel contains sixte~n different 
type faces , each of which is instantly available (through built-
in magnification lenses) in twelve different sizes. This flexi-
bility saves money by eliminating unproductive time of the machine 
and by lower initial cost of the matrices . The Photon wheel costs 
$500; the equivalent. in mats for a linotype costs $50 ,000 and weighs 
two tons. 
The basic steps involved in cold type production are 
1. Operator sets marked-up copy on Fotosetter or Photon, 
working at a keyboard just as he does on a hot metal 
type setting machine . 
2. Exposed length of sensitized paper containing type 
composition is removed and developed. 
3. Composition is copied on a Bruning reproduction machine . 
4. If error occurs, the incorrect line and the corrected 
line are cut to same size; incorrect line is removed 
and corrected line taped into position on an illuminated 
vacuum box. 
5. A wax adhesive is applied to the back of the photo-
composed copy. 
6. Various elements are assembled in position on a makeup 
table . Border is drawn first . 
7. Complete paste-up is ready for engraver. 
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Some newspapers which print by the offset process compose 
their text by utilizing much simpler and less expensive machines . 
The Middletown (N. Y. ) Record utilizes Justowriter Recorder machines 
which punch tape . The coded tape is then reproduced on Justowriter 
Reproducers . For editorials this paper uses an IBM Executive type-
writer with carbon paper ribbon, and for captions and some advertising 
copy DSJ Coxhead Varitype machines are used. * Such machines cost 
only a fraction of the price of the Photon or Fotosetter and do 
not require first class skilled help. Howrever, because they are 
mechanical and not photographic , they do not offer the quality nor 
the flexibility needed for our paper, and must be dismissed as un-
suitable for our operation. 
Estimated Cost of Various Typesetting Machines without 
Accessories 
I 
Linotype or Intertype (deperirling on model) 
Linotype or Intertype (used and rebuilt) 
Photon 
Fotosetter (rental Per month) 
DSJ Vari typer 
IBM Executive Type'i.oJri ter 
$15,000 - $23, 000 
$900 - $10,000 
$48, 000 
$4oO 
$?300 
,675 
The specific advantages of "cold type" composition and en-
graving were stated by the Wilwaukee Journal to be 
1. 20% more production per man per week. 
2. Finer quality. 
3. Flexibility in size , spacing, etc. for more interesting 
layouts . 
4. Proof possible before engraving is done makes it easy 
to accomodate major revisions . 
5. Easier and faster production by operator and Handman. 
6. ElimL~~tion of storage problem for heavy type forms. 
?. Simplicity in type sizes and faces . 
* ))a, P• 3· 
.. 
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B. Average maintenance :tdown-time" is approximately 1/10 
of hot type machines . 
9. Efficient that only print area -- not white area must 
be made up. * 
THE DCM El'CH PROCESS OF EUGRA VING ON £f.iAGNESIUI1 
Photoco111posing machines were originally designed for 
lithographic production -- a process that would eliminate the need 
for reproduction proofs of hot metal composition. They weren't 
an immediate success as such, and met resistance from offset plate-
makers in many cases . But experience broughtacceptance and soon the 
sharpness of detail obtainable from them brought praise from customers . 
It wasn't until the development of the fast-etch process of 
magnesium engraving that the adaptability of photocomposition to 
letterpress printing was generally realized . 
Magnesium as photoengraving metal has many fundamental ad-
vantages . It is light in weight , has great durability and a fine 
grain structure. Sharp details in every character and piece of art-
vmrk engrave clearly with virtually no undercutting. The technique, 
developed by the Dow Chemical Company and named the Dow Etch Process , 
also possesses greater efficiency through greater speed, less waste 
of time and materials , and reduced storage space requirements . 
The Dow Etch Process was quickly adopted by book publishers 
and some commercial printers . Results proved excellent , and the pro-
cess , through the elimination of powdering, takes only one-fifth of 
the time of the conventional engraving process . What is more , the 
magnesium plates are light weight and easy to handle . 
* 29, p . so. 
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Continual experimentation led to the development of a 
technique by which combination plates (-vrhere the copy consists of 
a mixture of half-tones and line matter) could be engraved just 
as quickly as a simple halfto:m or line plate. This development 
gave Dow Etch a decided advantage over conventional methods , and 
hastened its adoption and further experimentation. 
Newspapers could resist the Dow Etch process no longer. 
It had just rThat they needed. Especially newspapers which had adop-
tsd photocomposition were in need of a quick and efficient engraving 
method. The Quincy Patriot-Ledger was one of the pioneer news-
papers, and today uses Dov1 Etch exclusively. Only the editorial 
page is etched as one complete engraving and printed direct , however. 
Engravings for other pages are mounted and assembled with type in 
page forms for the conventional stereotype process . 
Continued experimentation at the Ledger has provided several 
exciting new developments: 
1. Technique of engraving combination plates as easily 
as line or halftone plates. 
2. Elimination of one bath in etching process . Now 
etching is all done in one solution. 
). Reduction of time needed to make one engraving from 
fifteen minutes to three minutes . 
4. Development of a machine to bend magnesium plates 
for attaching directly to press , eliminating the 
stereotype process . 
According to the D()l.oT Chemical Company, machines are no\f 
ready to produce pleates up to 26 inches by 24 inches in eight 
minutes . This capacity would accept two of our pages concurrently. 
Very likely our plant would need two machines to meet deadlines 
and provide flexibility. Each machine costs $7,000 to $8, 000. 
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The machine now used to curve etched plates for the press 
are custom made and expensive. However, the Dow Company will soon 
market plates curved at the factory for the various presses . With 
these , the expense of this equipment is eliminated , and the working 
time from the making of the page paste-up to the start of the press 
is materially reduced. 
THE TELETYPESEI'TER PROCESS 
The teletypesetter process is a method of operating type-
setting machines by automation. Punched, coded tape is fed into the 
machine and type is set completely automatically and error-free. One 
man can attend to three or four machines running on TTS tape . 
TTS tape can be run on any ordinary Linotype or Intertype 
machine by simply attaching a TTS operating unit. l This does not 
L~pair the machine ' s usefulness for manual operation. There are 
several sources for the Teletypesetter coded tape . Primary source 
is the news wire ticker presenting the national and world news dis-
patches . The news service can be augmented by a TTS Reperforator. 
Thus , the dispatches are concurrently available on paper and in 
punched TTS tape . After the editor has eliminated portions of the 
text he does not wish to use , the tape is similarly cut and then fed 
into a line casting machine for setting automatically. 
Feature material and signed columns are often available 
in tape. The syndicate mails the TTS tape by First Class mail to 
the newspaper. 
# According to Editor & Publisher Magazine , Jan. 25, 1958, P• 46, 
The Panama City (Florida ) News-Herald is the first newspaper to com-
bine teletypesetter with the Fotosetter. I have the assurance of ~ 
the Teletypeeetter Corp. that they will soon develop and market their 
attachment for Photon "cold type" setting machines . 
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Most newspapers have found it advantageous to set most or 
all local copy on TTS , also . Greater speed and efficiency is achieved 
in several ways . 
1. Segregation of the TTS keyboard operators from the 
noisy shop naturally increases speed. 
2. TTS keyboard operation is easily mastered by a woman 
worker, reducing the wage scale . 
). Tape can be fed constantly into the line casting 
machine at its maximum operating speed, which a manual 
operator rarely (if ever) achieves . 
4. Economy is achieved in the reduction of the number of 
line casting machines required. A quantity of key-
boards can produce all the tape during the one regu-
lar shift . A skeleton .crew can keep the machines 
setting this type after regular hours. Thus multi-
shift operation is achieved with a minimum of diffi-
culty and cost .# 
5. Tape of features or articles to be re- run at a later 
date can be stored away for easy utilization when 
needed. 
Teletypesetters are now in operation at 1093 daily and 
262 weekly newspapers in the United States. In a small daily news-
paper, production of lacal copy was up 10%. * At the South Bend 
Tribune, a large metropolitan papeJ", the production of type per man 
has just about doubled since installation of the teletypesetter. 
# The South Bend Tribune suggests three keyboards for every two line-
casting machines per shift . 
* )0 , p. 47. 
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